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Benediction from the Dead Sea Manual of Discipline

Devotional literature of the ancient Essenes which lay hidden

away in a cave near the Dead Sea for about two millennia has been

utilized for worship once again. Dr. \\'m. H. Brownlee, both last

academic year and this year, prepared special selections of their

hymns for responsive readings in the Divinity School chapel services

and introduced the use of a benediction from the Manual of Dis-

cipline belonging to the ancient sect. The benediction, which is an

interpretative expansion of the Aaronic benediction of Numbers

6 :24-26, is as follows :

May He bless thee with every good,

And keep thee from every evil

;

Illumine thy mind with life-giving wisdom,

And favor thee with eternal knowledge;

May He lift up His merciful face toward

thee for thine eternal peace.

It has been suggested that if any wish to employ this beautiful

benediction, they might improve the wording by substituting "God"'

or "The Lord" for "May He" and by adding "through Jesus Christ

our Lord" (which would Christianize it).

PuiiLISHED IN FeisRUARY, ]\L\Y, NOVEMBER. AND JANUARY

Entered as Second-Class Matter February 19, 1936, at the Post Office at

Durham, N. C, under the Act of August 24, 1912.
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The Dean s Page

Almost immediately upon accepting the appointment as Dean ot

the Divinity School, I realized that in addition to being dean of a

school. I am also pastor of a church with no contributing members.

Most of our alumni are serving churches, and they can readily real-

ize what it means to try to operate a church with no income for that

purpose. I am hereby annexing all of the alumni of the Divinity

School as contributing members.

I made a statement to this effect at the North Carolina Confer-

ence dinner in Wilmington and received several contributions to be

used for students who face unexpected financial needs. This rela-

tively small sum I am using to aid one of our older men, an excellent

student who has had a number of reverses due to accidents, injury

and illness to both himself and his family. I hope some of the loyal

alumni will send me small sums to replenish this fund.

I call attention to a statement made in Walter Ball's article about

the Alumni Association. We have always considered graduates of

Trinity College who entered the ministry prior to the opening of

the Divinity School as full members of our alumni group. They are

sons, not stepsons. Some of the men who are most loyal and active

in the work of the Divinity School are of this pre-Divinity School

]jeriod.

At the close of the first semester and the opening of the second,

there are several items which will be of interest. We all agree that

our present student body is not only the largest but the most prom-

ising that we have ever had. This is attested by the very fine caliber

of work done by the great majority of otn- students during the fall

semester. There were fewer failures and withdrawals for failure,

than in many years.

Dtu'ing the first semester, we benefited by the association in our
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faculty of Dr. Kelsey Regen, Dr. Edmund Perry, and Mr. H. B.

Pannill, all of whom served as part-time instructors. In the work
of the spring semester, we will have the full-time service of Dr.

James C. Manry as Visiting Professor of the History of Religion

and Missions. He is also teaching a course in the Philosophy of

Religion. Dr. E. L. Hillman and Mr. Van Bogard Dunn will be

part-time instructors, and ]\Ir. George Riley Edwards continues in

the same capacity.

It is with deepest regret that I announce that Dr. H. E. Spence,

Professor of Religious Education, will retire at the end of the pres-

ent semester. Mrs. Spence, who has been teaching in the Department

of Religion for a number of years, is retiring at the same time.

Fuller statements in recognition of the long and excellent service of

Dr. and Mrs. Spence will appear in the next issue of the Bulletin.

The Divinity School Seminars were conducted during the last

week in January at Jarvis Memorial Church in Greenville and at

Centenary Methodist Church in Winston-Salem. The principal lec-

turers were Dr. Robert E. Cushman of the Divinity School faculty,

and Dr. Daniel J. Fleming, Emeritus Professor of Missions of Union

Theological Seminary, New York. This completes the cycle of semi-

nars which has been running during the four years of the Methodist

Advance program. We have been following the topics suggested by

the Advance for each year. We are planning for the seminars next

year to be on the subject of preaching, its theory and practice.

Dr. J. P. Bartak, for many years Superintendent of the Methodist

Mission in Czechoslovakia, has presented to the Divinity School an

oil painting of Bishop Paul Nefif Garber, former Dean of the Divinity

School. This painting was given in the name of the Methodists of

Czechoslovakia and Austria.

As this is written, we are in the midst of our annual Missionary

Emphasis Week program, which has been conducted regularly since

1920, first in Trinity College and then in the Divinity School. We
are told by Dr. Karl Quimby, Cultivation Secretary of the Board of

Missions, and Dr. M. O. Williams, Personnel Secretary, that they

have their best opportunity for this work during the week that they

spend in our school. We are looking forward to the summer pro-

gram consisting of the Convocation and Pastors' School, June 2)-6,

and the regular course work in the Summer Session, June 11-

August 29. The School for Accepted Supply Pastors will be in ses-

sion from [une 30 to July 16.
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Dr. Liston Pope, B.D. '32, Dean of Yale Divinity School, will be

the James A. Gray Lecturer at the Convocation. He will deHver

four lectures on this Foundation, speaking in Page Auditorium at

11 :15 each morning of the Convocation.

The Convocation Preacher on the John Douglas Pitts Fund will

be Dr. John Seldon Whale, an outstanding scholar and preacher of

the Congregational Church of England, who is now Visiting Pro-

fessor of Systematic Theology in Drew Theological Seminary.

Bishop Paul N. Garber will deliver four lectures on the subject

"Methodist Missions in Totalitarian Countries." Bishop Costen J.

Harrell will deliver four lectures on "Worship." Members of the

Pastors' School faculty at this writing are Dr. W. D. Davies and

Dr. A. J. Walton of the Divinity School faculty, Dr. E. D. C. Brewer,

of Candler School of Theology, Mrs. W. R. Reed, and others to be

announced. Morning devotions will be conducted in York Chapel

by Dr. W. A. Kale, Dr. H. P. Powell, and Dr. H. E. Spence.

Instructors in the Summer Session will be Dr. Robert E. Cush-

man, Dr. W. H. Brownlee, Dr. Ray C. Petry, Dr. Kenneth W. Clark,

Dr. T. A. Schafer, and Mr. J. Foster Barnes.

The School for Accepted Supply Pastors will be manned by an

able corps of instructors. The Reverend Leon Couch will assist Dr,

A. J. Walton in administering the school. The Congregational-

Christian Church will participate in this school by furnishing an in-

structor and sending several af their men.

Several of our alumni have invited me to visit their churches and

speak to their congregations with a view to supporting our work
scholarship program. I shall be glad to visit any church which will

open the way for the presentation of this part of our work.

James Cannon, Dean.

To All Duke Divinity School Alumni

Dear Friends :

As president of the Duke Divinity School Alumni Association I

greet you. I wish to ask your full cooperation in the Alumni pro-

gram just ahead of us.

First : I would like to make it clear to all that we consider all

ministers who graduated from Trinity College l^efore the Divinitv
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School as full members of our associatiou. We are most anxious

that none be left out.

Second: The Divinity School Alumni Luncheon will be held on

AVednesday, June 4th at 1 :00 p.m. Instead of selling tickets for

the luncheon, we have agreed that we will go through the cafeteria

line, select our own foods, and eat together in a special designated

dining hall. In this way, all will be protected relative to tickets, and

all will have an opportunity to attend. A business meeting of the

Divinity School Alumni Association will be held on Tuesday evening,

June 3rd. as last year. Dr. Liston Pope. Dean of the Yale Divinity

School and a graduate of both Duke University and the Duke Divin-

ity School, will be the speaker at the luncheon.

Third: Our school under the leadership of Dean Cannon and his

Faculty is doing a superb job. It has all of the students at present

that it can possibly take care of. For this we are deeply grateful.

Like all schools, ours is pressed for funds to carry on its program

of work and to provide scholarships for needy and worthy students.

Many of you are now serving important places in the church. You
are in contact with men and women of financial means who would

be glad to help in this direction if the matter was fully presented to

them. Please give some of your members an opportunity to share

in this program. Full information about these scholarships can be

secured directly from the office of the dean.

There is also another way in which all of us can help, namely, by

sending to Dean Cannon any amount we wish and allow him to use

it as he deems necessary to help some boy or girl in great financial

need. This sort of aid can be a most helpful matter in the life of a

student.

I hope you will act on both of these propositions. A scholarship

from your charge, and a donation from you for a worthy cause.

I look forward to seeing you and renewing again our fellowship at

tlie Luncheon on June 4th, 1952.

Sincerely yours,

\\' ALTER C. Ball.

1019 Hay St., Fayetteville, N. C.



Theology and the Devotional Life*

By Thomas A. Schafer

Perhaps it is not wholly invidious for a teacher of theology to

remark that the passage of Scripture which has just been read

[Colossians 2:8-3:4]. while warning us against "philosophy and vain

deceit" and against the traditions, commandments, and doctrines of

men. is itself a highly philosophical and theological argument, the

right understanding of which requires more than merely a hatred of

philosophy and vain deceit. It states or implies a whole theological

system of thought : about God, the world, and history ; about Christ

in his relation to the universe and to men ; about the atonement, the

church, the sacraments, and eschatology. To false ideas and doc-

trines, Paul would oppose, not a theological or ])hilosophical vacuum,

but a true theology and philosophy.

I have very little this morning for those who are convinced that

intellectual discipline is utterly incompatible with Christian experi-

ence. But if there is anyone here who is trying, perhaps unsuccess-

fully, to make the twain meet, I would like to offer a few suggestions

which have been helpful to me in relating the pursuit of the theolog-

ical disciplines to the cultivation of the devotional life.

In the first place, we must put out of our heads the notion that

the study of theology, in itself, is an enemy to vital piety. If we

v/ere to give no other proof, it should be sufficient to mention how

great is the number of saints who were also theologians, among them

Augustine and Anselm, Thomas and Calvin, Wesley and Edwards.

There is wisdom, of course, in the saying that it takes a lot of re-

ligion to hold up a structure like Thomas' Summa or Calvin's Insti-

tutes ! But it is simply impossible to separate the response of the

heart from that of the mind. The goal of all Christian experience

and service is the vision of God, the enjoyment of God, the life of

everlasting fellowship with God. Such a goal demands love ; but it

is a love which has a knowledge of its object. When we sing. "More

about Jesus would I know," or "I know whom I have believed," we

do mean first of all an experience of the heart ; but we surel}' imply

also a progress of the mind from a diet of spiritual milk to the tough

meat of the Word. We are called upon to love God, not only with all

*A Chapel Talk delivered in York Chapel, May 10, 1951.
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our heart and soul, but with all our mind and strength. Our love,

joy, and thanksgiving find more to feed upon through the study of

God, of Christ's redemption, and of God's ways with the church and

with the world.

It is significant that a revival (or at least a vigorous exercise)

of the theological disciplines has usually accompanied great periods

of spiritual renewal. Amos and the prophets confronted Israel, not

only with God's ethical demands, but with theology and church his-

tory. They appealed to God's revelation of his nature and his re-

demptive acts in the history of his people ; they spoke much of the

covenant and of Israel's wavering loyalty to it. Jesus' "1 say unto

you" demands for its full understanding his "it was said by them

of old time." The Reformation was ushered in by a revival of learn-

ing in the Scriptures and in the history of the church. The W'esleyan

and Tractarian movements came when theologically learned men in-

quired not only into their present experience of Christ, but also into

the church's experience of Christ in the past.

Some knowledge of the church's successive attempts to under-

stand and proclaim its divine message is necessary to our own
understanding of the Bible and of our own attempts to bear faithful

witness. Who can confidently affirm that he draws the pure doctrine

from the Word alone, untouched and uninfluenced by the interpreta-

tive efTorts of the past or by the interests and demands of the present?

Furthermore, the study of theology can enlarge our capacity for

richer devotion and higher service. "For he that hath, to him shall

be given," applies here. We always experience with and through

Vx'hat we bring to God's truth, be it much or little, and what we bring

aflfects the quality of that experience- Better then, with Elijah, to

heap the fuel on the altar of sacrifice, even if the wood sometimes

seems waterlogged. Our advice to one another, with respect to the

cultivation of our minds, ought to be not only "Empty yourself that

God may fill you," but "Fill yourself that God may set you on fire."

Coming to more practical suggestions, let us seek to understand

the relation between inspiration and hard work, laying it down that

one does not take place without the other. Speaking with tongues

is of little value without the ability to prophesy. "I will pray with

the spirit," says Paul; but he adds, "I will pray with the under-

standing also." True faith works in us a desire to see with our

understanding what we believe; it is a fides quaercns iiiteUeefniii.

But a slack seeking will never achieve the matitrity of an informed
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faith. The highest and most satisfying spiritual experiences may
come to us out of the hard work of study. The trouble with most

of our so-called "devotional" literature is that it demands nothing

of the mind and can therefore give little to the heart. If you want

a biblical doctrine, or its place in the church's teaching and jjractice,

to become luminous and meaningful: then try making an honest, ear-

nest study of it. The doctrine of Christ's presence in the Supper

(to give a personal testimony) has recently taken on for me a fresh

significance, and participation in the sacrament a new joy, as the

result of an effort to understand more fully the Eucharistic teaching

of the Protestant reformers.

But a word of caution is in order. We must not expect every

moment of theological study to waft us, just then, into a devotional

mood, or resent it if we cannot fed the spiritual food pouring into

the soul. That would be to expect too cheap a victory. By a funda-

luental law of revelation and insight (which applies, by the way, to

the making of sermons), the great moment of inspiration, of reso-

lution and fulfillment, may not descend upon us until after the hours

of patient, plodding labor; and even so, it does not always follow

immediately. The class period, uninspired and uninspiring as its

subject matter and assignments often are, can help plow up the fal-

low ground of our minds to prepare them for the seed of God's

truth—and it eventually yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness to

them that are exercised thereby

!

There are various ways to keep our intellectual labor and our

devotional life together. One is to begin each season of study with

a prayer for wisdom and consecration to our task. Another is con-

stantly to ask God to show us the bearing of what we are learning, good

and bad. wise and unwise, upon our own spiritual growth and upon

our usefulness as Christian ministers. The next step is to employ

our new knowledge, with freedom and discrimination, in our own
devotional exercises and in our messages to others. We can use

them to think through, under God, the ills of our world and Christ's

remedy for them, bringing to our people a gospel ancient with the

wisdom of the past and modern with the understanding of a devoted

mind.

But with all our getting, let us get not only understanding but

humility—that radical and incorruptible humility which comes to those

who can bear to stand face to face with the ultimate Myster}-. We
are not masters of our subject in any way that would imply owner-
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ship or superiority. \\'e are not dissecting a lifeless cadaver ; we
are inquiring of the living God. We do not try to prove God's ex-

istence or nature in order to add him to some collection of interesting

facts; rather, like Anselm, we do so in order to submit ourselves

to him who is the Truth, to perform an act of worship, of reasonable

service. Theology is a narrow, flimsy bridge cast out against eternal

truth or, if you will, a window in the heavens through which God
illumines his creative and redemptive acts—but it is not that absolute

truth itself. Hence, we must never allow theology to become a sub-

stitute for God's direct dealing with our souls, or pretend that we

are better than our fellows because of our skill in it, or succumb to

the subtle temptation to identify God's whole truth with our particular

version of it. Let us not, however, reject the pride of knowledge,

only to fall into the self-sufficiency of ignorance. True humility

will come, not with the rejection or neglect of the intellect, but with

its consecrated use as the servant of faith.

Something of what I have been trying to say, something of the

attitude I would have us all take, is expressed in the prayer with

which Augustine concluded his De Trinifate. After all his long

investigations, his bold hypotheses, his painful labors to understand

and formulate so great a doctrine, the great saint prayed—and I hope

that we may also pray with him as we look upon our own theological

endeavors

:

O Lord our God, we believe in Thee, the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit. For the truth would not say, Go, baptize all

nations in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit, unless Thou wast a Trinity. Nor wouldest Thou, O Lord
God, bid us be baptized in the name of Him wlio is not the Lord
God. ...

Directing my purpose by this rule of faith, so far as I have been

able, so far as Thou hast made me to be able, I have sought Thee,

and have desired to see with my understanding what I believed ; and
I have argued and laboured much. O Lord my God, my one hope,

hearken to me, lest through weariness I be unwilling to seek Thee,

"but that I may always ardently seek Thy face." Do Thou give

strength to seek, who hast made me find Thee, and hast given the

hope of finding Thee more and more. My strength and my infirmity

are in Thy sight : preserve the one, and heal the other. My knowl-

edge and my ignorance are in Thy sight ; where Thou hast opened to

me, receive me as I enter ; where Thou hast closed, open to me as I

knock. May I remember Thee, understand Thee, love Thee. In-

crease these things in me. until Thou renewest me wholly.
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I know it is written, "In the multitude of speech, thou shalt not

escape sin." But O that I might speak only in preaching Thy word,
and in praising Thee ! . . . Set me free, O God, from that multitude

of speech which I suffer inwardly in my soul, wretched as it is in

Thy sight, and flying for refuge to Thy mercy ; for I am not silent

in thoughts, even when silent in words. And if, indeed, I thought

of nothing save what pleased Thee, certainly I would not ask Thee
to set me free from such multitude of speech. But many are my
thoughts, such as Thou knowest, "thoughts of man, since they are

vain." Grant to me not to consent to them; and if ever they delight

me. nevertheless to condemn them, and not to dwell in them, as

though I slumbered. Nor let them so prevail in me, as that anything

in my acts should proceed from them ; but at least let my opinions,

let my conscience, be safe from them, under Thy protection. . . .

W^hen, therefore, we shall have come to Thee, these very many
things that we speak, and yet come short, will cease ; and Thou, as

One, wilt remain "all in all." And we shall say one thing without

end, in praising Thee in One, ourselves also made one in Thee. O
Lord the one God, God the Trinity, whatever I have said in these

books that is of Thine, may they acknowledge who are Thine ; if any-

thing of my own, may it be pardoned both by Thee and by those who
are Thine. Amen.^

^ Niccne-Post Nicene Fathers, First Series, III. 227-228 (paragraphing

mine).



Bulletin Briefs

The January number of the Alumni Register carries an account

of the publication of a volume which will prove of extraordinary

interest to readers of the Bulletin, It is entitled The Papers and

Addresses of IVilliani Preston Fe^c. This volume was edited by Dr.

Robert H. Woody of the Department of History. Duke University.

It is another of the notable publications of the Duke University Press

dealing with the outstanding personalities connected with the develop-

ment of Trinity College and Duke University. Since our readers

are largely made up of alumni, the Bulletin will not attempt to give

an extended account of this volume but will refer to the Register for

the interesting review which it has published.

The book contains twenty-five of President Few's representative

papers and addresses. It also contains a biographical sketch by Dr.

Woody which reveals an amazing insight into the character of Dr.

Few. Although it is far from being a satisfactory life of President

Few in the sense of being an adequate and complete biography, it

does present many phases of his activities and character which are

remarkably true to life. Its defects lie in its incompleteness rather

than in its inaccuracies. The book should be in the library of all

Duke alumni who appreciate the great contribution which President

Few made to the twin causes of religion and education in general and

to Duke University in particular.

^ ^ ^

Christmas Week was observed at the Divinity School in a variety

of ways. On the night of December 14th, the Christmas Party,

sponsored by the student and faculty social committees, was held in

the Union Ballroom. After refreshments and an entertaining pro-

gram, those attending proceeded to York Chapel for the annual

Christmas Carol Service, which was in charge of Professor Waldo

Beach. Dr. Spence's play, "A Hue and Cry after Father Christmas,"

was presented by his students in York Chapel on the morning of

December 19th, and that evening a special Communion ser\ice took

place in York Chapel, with Professor James Cleland as celebrant.

An outstanding event in this year's Christmas celebration w.ns the

twentieth consecutive performance in the Chapel of the udw famous

Christmas Pageant on Sunday evening. December 16ih. 'j'his pageant.
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originally connected with the annual faculty Christmas Party, was

conceived and initiated in 1931 by Professor H. E. Spence; it has

been performed each year since with the help of Mrs. Spence, Pro-

fessor and Mrs. Hickman, Professor and Mrs. Barnes, and cooper-

ating members of the speech and dramatics department. The pageant

was arranged and given its present form by Dr. Spence ; its text mav
be found, with other of Dr. Spence's plays and programs, in his

Holidays and Holy Days (Greensboro: Piedmont Press, 1946).

Alumni will find a more detailed description of the pageant and its

history in the January Alumni Register, but the Bulletin wishes to

take this opportunity to congratulate Professor Spence for the indis-

pensable part he has had in forming one of the University's most

popular and valuable traditions.

Through the efforts of Professor Kenneth \\'. Clark, three rare

manuscripts have recently been added to the Duke University Library.

These include a 12th-Century Greek copy of the four gospels, a

12th-century Greek Psalter, and a 15th-Century German collection

of "Prayers of the Passion." Dr. Clark discovered these manuscripts

in a London bookseller's establishment last summer and arranged for

their purchase. Dr. Clark has just completed negotiations for the

purchase in London of another valuable manuscript, a lOth-Cenlury

.Syriac cop}^ of the four gospels.

Professors William H. Brownlee and Kenneth W. Clark have

just completed at the University of North Carolina a series of four

illustrated lectures which were presented under the auspices of the

University's Department of Religion. The series was entitled, "The
Bible from Ancient Manuscript to Modern Translation." Dr. Brown-
lee gave two lectures (January 21st and 28th) on the Old Testament,

and Dr. Clark gave two (February 4th and 11th) on the New.

C)n December 27th and 28th. Professor Ray C. Petry presided

at the meetings of the American Society of Church History in New-

York City. As retiring president, Dr. Petry delivered an address

entitled, "Social Responsibility and tlie Late Medieval Mystics."
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An article by Professor Thomas A. Schafer on "Jonathan Ed-

wards and Jnstification by Faith" appeared in the December issue of

Church History.

^ ^ ^

Congratulations to Dr. and Mrs. Edmund Perry on the birth of

their son. Edmund Stephen, on October 4th, 1951.

The Bulletin wishes to commend the students who have pro-

duced and supported the monthly news sheet, Gabriel's Trumpet.

Begun last year under the editorship of Mr. Clifford East, it is now
edited by Mr. Ed Hammersla. Its articles on new books and other

topics of current interest are informative and useful. An even more

ambitious venture is The Circuit Rider, a Divinity School Annual,

the tirst volume of which will appear this spring under the editor-

ship of Mr. Malloy Owen. These tangible evidences of student abil-

ity, fellowship, and cooperation are gratifying indeed. Incidentally,

any one who wishes to purchase a copy of The Circuit Rider for

1952 may do so by writing the business manager, Mr. James T. Hall,

Box 4041, Duke Station, Durham, N. C.

During the fall semester, the Phillips Brooks Club featured two

series of lectures by members of the Faculty. The theme of Pro-

fessor Frank S. Hickman's lectures was : "The New Psychology and

Religious Experience" ; he was followed in the second hour of each

meeting by Professor H. Shelton Smith, who gave four lectures on

"Focal Points in Ecumenical Faith." Attendance at all the lectures

has averaged around seventy. Dr. Hickman's series will continue

through the spring meetings, and Professor Robert E. Cushman will

also speak in April and May. The time is Monday morning at

10:30, and the remaining dates this season are February 18th, March

17th, April 21st, and May 19th. A special Faculty committee, of

which Dr. 1 lickman is chairman, has been set up to cooperate with

the officers of the Club. Any readers of the Bulletin within driv-

ing distance (some ministers drive forty or fifty miles each way)

who are not on the Club's mailing list and would like to receive

notices of meetings may do so by writing Professor Thomas A.
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Schafer, the Secretary of the FacuUy committee. Box 4634, Duke

Station, Durham, N. C.

Religion and Health

A new magazine is being published. It is entitled Religion and

Health—The Magazine with a Purpose. If the succeeding issues

live up to the promise of the initial number, it will justify its claims.

This periodical has a definite purpose—to bring religion to bear upon

health in a sensible and successful manner-

The new magazine is attractive in format. It contains sixty-four

pages and is similar in make up to The Readers' Digest, Coronet, and

others. It contains serious articles, poetry, general literary selections,

and humorous articles or anecdotes. The serious articles are, in some

cases, scientific discussions of specific problems ; in others, personal

experiences of individuals.

The magazine will meet a very great need. It veers away from

the polyanna, cheaply optimistic attitude which is so prevalent in

many treatments of illness and misfortune. It is quite realistic in

its approach to the problems of the sick room. It faces the issues

of life and death with common sense, yet firm optimistic faith that

life can be prolonged and health improved by laying hold of the

friendly powers of the universe which make for the happiness and

welfare of mankind.

Dr. Russell Dicks of the Divinity School is the editor. The

magazine can be had by writing the Editor, Box 4082, Duke Station,

Durham, N. C.



With the Faculty

Professor Waldo Beach was the guest speaker at the Rehgicnis

Emphasis Program at Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynch-

burg, Va., October 7-10. He spoke at the "Youth Night" Rally of

the Western North Carolina Conference in Greensboro, September

29. He also delivered the University Sermon at the Woman's Col-

lege of the University of North Carolina in January, and preached

at the Freshman service in the Duke University Chapel on September

16.

Dean James Cannox represented the Divinity School at the

Virginia Conference at Roanoke. Virginia. October 16-22 ; the North

Carolina Conference at AX'ilmington, North CaroHna, October 31-

November 4; the Association of Schools of Religious Education,

Cincinnati. Ohio. December 27-28, and at the Association of Meth-

odist Theological Schools, Washington. D. C, January 6-7, 1952.

He presided over the sessions of the Divinity School Seminars at

Greenville, North Carolina, January 21-22, and at \\'inston-Salem,

North Carolina, January 24-25. 1952.

Preaching engagements have been : White Rock Baptist Church,

Durham, North Carolina, October 14 ; ]\lyers Park Methodist Church,

Charlotte. North Carolina, October 28; Wesley Memorial Methodist

Church. High Point, North Carolina, November 18; Memorial

Methodist Church, December 2, and Duke University Chapel. Jan-

uary 13, 1952.

Professor Kenneth Clark delivered a series of seven lectures in

New York and the Middle West, in November, on recent researches

in the Near East, under the auspices of the Archaeological Institute

of America- He directed the Divinity School Seminars in Green-

ville and Winston-Salem, through the week of January 20. speaking

also at the jarvis ^Memorial Methodist Chm-ch on the Pauline Pil-

grimage in Greece last June.

He delivered a paper before the Society oi Bil)lical Literature,

attended aimual sessions of the National Association of Biblical In-

structors and the American Schools of ( )riental Researcli. represent-

ing Duke at the Corporators' meeting of the latter.
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Professor James T. Cleland, in the niuntlis of October to Jan-

uary, preached at the following colleges : ^^'illianls, W'esleyan, David-

son, Bryn Mawr ; and in the preparatory schools, Hotchkiss, Choate,

and Asheville School for Boys. He also preached in Edenton Street

Methodist Church. Raleigh, and in the Germantown Unitarian

Church. He lectured in the Episcopal Church in Rocky Mount,

Market Street Methodist Church. Greensboro, and the Second Pres-

byterian Church of Charlotte. On October 27, 1951, he addressed

the Convention of Presbyterian Men in Jacksonville, Florida, and

from November 25 to 30 was guest minister at the Spiritual Life

Mission in the First Methodist Church of Morristown, Tennessee.

Profes.sor \\'. D. Davies has preached at Raleigh and at the

University Chapel during the last semester. He also read a paper

before the .Society for Biblical Literature and Exegesis in New
York.

Professor Russell L. Dicks addressed the annual clergy-

physicians meeting for the Protestant Deaconess Hospital, Evans-

ville, Indiana, and spoke at the evening service for the Evansville

College. He preached at the evening service at the West End Meth-

odist Church, West End, N. C, and also at the afternoon service of

the Hood Theological Seminary at Livingston College. He held a

two-day series of services upon Religion and Health at the First

Methodist Church, Jackson, Tenn. He conducted a clinic upon

pastoral care for the ministers of Birmingham, Alabama, where he

also preached at the First Methodist Church. He addressed the

Board of Temperance in Cleveland, Ohio, upon the Treatment of

the Alcoholic. He conducted a two-day session upon ministry to

individuals for the Training .School of the Salvation Army in At-

lanta, Georgia.

During the Christmas recess Professor H. E- Myers attended

the annual meeting of the National Association of Biblical Instructors

and the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis held at Union

Seminary in New York. He preached at the homecoming service

at \\'ebb Avenue in Burlington and filled the appointments at Creed-

moor, Bullocks, Banks and Grove Hill on the Creedmoor Charge.

Professor Edmund Perry addressed the North Carolina Home
Economics Association on the subject "The \''alue of a Religious

Perspective in Professional Life.'' December 1. lie preached at
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Trinity-on-the-hill Methodist Church, Augusta, Georgia, January 13.

On January 25, he gave the l)anquet address for the North Carolina

Press Institute on the subject "Is Humanity Still Possible?"

Professor John J. Rudin, II, attended the annual meeting of

the Speech Association of ^America in Chicago during the Christmas

season, where he was sponsor and chairman of the sectional meeting

on Teaching Speech to Ministers. In cooperation with the State

Council of Churches, he will conduct a series of workshops on public

worship for ministerial associations in various towns of North Caro-

lina. Professor Rudin continues to serve as assisting minister at

McMannen's Chapel, preaching on alternate Sundays.

Professor H. Shelton Smith finished a series of four lectures

before the Phillips Brooks Club on January 21, using as his last

address the topic "The Kingdom of God." He participated in the

annual meeting of the North Carolina Council of Churches held in

Greensboro, on January 16 and 17. He was in New York on Jan-

uary 26. attending a meeting of the special Committee on Research

of the Council on Graduate Studies in Religion.

Professor A. J. Walton presided as Chairman of the Missionary

Personnel Committee January 4, 1952. Seven candidates were

approved and recommended to the National Board of Missions as

missionaries. He preached and conducted communion at Rougemont,

January 13, 1952. He addressed the Methodist Men's Club at Play-

mont Street Church in Fayetteville, January 16, 1952. Dr. \\'alton

delivered the opening address to the North Carolina Conference meet-

ing of Directors of Religious Education at Duke Memorial Church,

January 23, 1952, and on January 27 made the evangelistic address

at the Sub-District meeting of the Fayetteville District, which met

at Haymont Street Church in Favetteville, N. C.



With the Students

About this time every year, Divinity students go on a desperate

spree trying to find ways to pass their final examination without

doing too much stud}ing. One student came up with an idea that

A\ orked ; so for the benefit of any reader who may be faced again

with examinations, we are going to let you in on a secret. Just

master the "Yogi," go into the examination and perform your stuff

before the professor. In that enchanting exercise, he should become

enchanted enough to excuse you from the said examination. That

is what happened to one of our students in Dr. Perry's class in

"Living Religions" !

Songs are often used to express the mood of a person. Some of

the boys going to an examination (with many misgivings!) were

heard singing "I Need Thee Every Hour." A Junior marching into

Church History was heard humming "Jesus I My Cross Have
Taken," and the students in Old Testament, instead of the usual

boo's for Uncle Dudley when he enters the room, were heard sing-

ing "The God of Abraham Praise." And when examinations were

all over, the lists on the bulletin board suggested another song

Mine eyes have seen tlie sad news upon the bulletin board,

The curve goes marching on !

Some of the Divinity students have distinguished themselves in

vastly different fields last semester. Carl Glasow became the first

Divinity student to participate in intercollegiate athletics on a Duke
team. Carl, playing on the basketball team, has made not only a big

contribution to the team, but also to the Divinity School by repre-

senting us in such a fine way before the public. Carl was not untried

in collegiate circles when he became eligible to play basketball, since

he won two letters while attending Cornell University.

Four members of a Divinity School quartet accompanied Dean
Cannon to several Methodist Conferences. Russ Montfort, Doug
Shepherd, Jim Hall, and Bryant Young composed the short-lived

organization. At one of the Conferences they made four false starts

before they finally got together on the pitch. At another Conference,

one of the members told a joke on Dean Cannon, and that was that!

David Andrews distinguished himself by winning the first Hick-
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man Prize in Preaching ($50.00). Preaching before the student

body and the faculty in York Chapel, David's sermon on "The Chris-

tian Love of Neighbor" was judged to be the winning entry from the

standpoint of both content and delivery. ( )ther finalists were R(jy

Putnam and Burkette Raper.

Tn the field of athletics, Bob Barefield won the University Intra-

nun^al Tennis Tournament- x^s a result, a beautiful new trophy now
occupies a spot on top of the card catalogue in the library. A trophy

case has been built to house all the trophies, and should be in the

Social Room soon.

Plans have now been completed and approved for the publication

of a student annual to be called The Circuit Rider. Under the

"reins" of J. Malloy Owen, III, the proposed annual will feature

individual pictures of the seniors, group pictures of the other classes,

activity pictures, and, of course, the faculty will be "shot" indi-

vidually (but not literally!). Others assisting in the publication

are L. Carroll Yingling, associate editor ; Howard Hardeman, pho-

tographer; Russ Montfort, art editor; and Jim Hall, business man-

ager. Tlie Circuit Rider is ready to travel

!

The sound of the gavel is a familiar sound over in the Law
School. It has become a familiar sound in the Divinity School too,

because we now have our own "Supreme Court" appointed by the

Student Council. Judges L. Guilford Daugherty, Wayne Ballen-

tine, and Robert Foster will render the decisions. This should be

interesting. It is probably the only court in the country where no

one understands legal terminology.

The beginning of a new semester always brings some new faces

to the Divinity School and also sees some familiar faces leave (via

graduation). This semester nine new students begin the meandering

journey through the core curriculum, three others return from a tem-

porary detour which took them out of the Divinity School for a

while, and eight students have finished their trip—or ran out of gas

!



Books by the Faculty

Tlic Effective Ministry of Preaching and Public Worship—A Workbook
for Ministers. By John J. Rudin, II. Ph.D., Duke Divinity School.

81 pp. Planographed by John S. Swift Co., St. Louis. 1951. $1.50.

(To be obtained from the author.)

If you are the kind of person who prefers to "stay in condition" by

the rather effortless method of taking a pill or a tonic and leaving the

rest to the automatic processes of the bio-chemical laboratory in your

body—then you had better pass up this book. But if you are the kind of

person who is willing to follow diligently and arduously a rigorous

regime of exercise and road-work to "stay in condition"—then this book

is for you. Buying it, casually reading it, then putting it away on your

library shelf will avail little. But buying it and using it (specific instruc-

tions provided) can well put new life and vigor and effectiveness into

your preaching and your conduct of corporate worship.

The title is aptly descriptive. // is a workbook designed to make
"better preachers" out of "average preachers." If you have what the

author calls the "three indispensables for self-improvement" (namely: a

big job to do ; a desire to do that job better; and a willingness and an

opportunity to learn and apply new skills and methods), and if you are

willing to work (the book will not work itself), then this book can help

you. Or more accurately, it can help you help yourself. For it is really

a very practical course in "on the job training" for the minister, cor-

responding to what some other professions call "in-service training."

Some distinctive features deserve special, though brief, mention. Here
is combined with rare skill a sound philosophy of public address as a

means of communicating thought and influencing life-decisions and the

practical methods and procedure for implementing same. The author

seems to hold the conviction that a speaker needs to understand what it

is he is trying to do and why, before he can use wisely and effectively

the tools at hand. In the reviewer's opinion, the author seems rightly to

hold that "know what" and "know why" are prerequisite to "know-how."

With penetrating insight and helpful clarity the author states the funda-

mental philosophy of public address and then weds "methods" to

"philosophy."

Essential to the use of the first portion of the book is a second per-

son whom the author calls a "critic-assistant." After careful instructions

to the "critic-assistant" certain "check-lists" are provided for his (or

her—for she may be the minister's wife) use over a period of six weeks.

The section on preaching includes a reprint of an article by Dr. Harry

Emerson Fosdick entitled "What Is the Matter With Preaching." This

article is carefuly analyzed, applied to the author's theses, and then fol-

lowed with the author's "Guide to Sermon Making."
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The second half of the book is devoted to the conduct of corporate

worship which the author prefers (mistakenly, I think) to call "public

worship." Until "corporate worship" displaces "public worship" in our

thinking not even his therapy, though excellent at many points, will suffice

to recover the Church's worship of God. Here again the undergirding

philosophy of corporate worship is stated, the essential elements of wor-

ship analyzed (based on Isaiah 6:1-8), and then "practical helps" for the

preparation and conduct of a meaningful and moving service of corporate

worship are given.

The book concludes with a section of detailed instructions for a

"follow-up" program, rightly assuming that we all need frequent "re-

fresher courses" in our task.

Not all of us will agree with the author in everything he says about

preaching or about corporate worship. But that is nothing new among
the "brethren of the cloth." At times he is repetitious. But that is his

way of driving home an idea. So to drive home the main idea of this

review, let me repeat: this book is a good tool if you are willing to work,

but a poor pill if you are not. Dr. Rudin has provided the minister who
really wants to continue to grow in an effective ministry an excellent

manual for "on the job training."

Kelsey Regen.

Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research: Yale 1951. Sup-

plementary Studies Nos. 10-12: The Dead Sea Manual of Discipline:

Translation and Notes by William Hugh Brownlee.

The contents of this supplement are technical so that they do not lend

themselves to the purpose of this notice nor does space allow me to do

justice to it. Suffice it to say at once that Dr. Brownlee has added yet

another important contribution to the already large literature on the Dead

Sea Scrolls. I trust that he will allow me thus briefly to congratulate

him most warmly on behalf of all the School for a work which reveals

not onlv industrv but a fine critical acumen.

W. D. Davies.



Book Reviews

The Interpreter's Bible. Abingdon-Cokesburv. 1951-57. In Twelve
Volumes. 10,000 pp. About $100.00.

You have read and heard so much about TJie Interpreter's Bible that

anything more may weary or exasperate you. It is mentioned here be-

cause the Divinity School Bulletin Committee commends this unusual ven-

ture to you. It is the first commentary on the whole Bible in fifty years,

and is to be published in twelve volumes during the next six years. It is

ecumenical in its range of scholarship, drawing on English-speaking

Protestants from many denominations. It prints the K.J. and R.S. ver-

sions of the Bible text, and offers both exegesis of the words and exposi-

tion of the Word. It is a scholarly and devout effort to make us better

ministers of Jesus Christ in the pulpit, in the Sunday School and in the

Bible Class. Does the minister really want it? By January 21, 1952,

36,000 copies of Volume VII had been sold and almost 25.000 standing

orders had been placed with booksellers for the entire set. As The Pulpit

said : "This is more than a book of the month or of a year. It is the book
of a generation." It is the book about The Book.

James T. Cleland.

The Interpreter's Bible: Vol. 7 : N.T. Articles Matthezv and Mark. Ab-
ingdon-Cokesbury Press. 1951. $8.75.

This volume, like others in the series to which it belongs as Professor

Cleland has indicated, is not merely a sign of the times in that it attempts

to enlist scholarship in the interests of true piety, but also the fulfillment

of a need which has become clamant—that of restoring the Bible to the

piety of the churches without the sacrifice of intellectual integrity, after

a divorce which, however unintentionally, was one of the results of mod-
ern criticism.

It is divided into two parts: the first deals with General Articles on

N.T., i.e., what we usually refer to as background material and also the

life and teaching of our Lord and of Paul; the second with critical prob-

lems connected with INIatthew and Mark and their exegesis. The format

and lucidity of tlie various articles make eminently for readableness and

the names of the contributors—e.g.. Strachan. Cadbury—guarantee their

quality. It would be invidious to specify particular essays in such a notice

as this because the work as a whole is so satisfying. In many ways it

is surprisingly conservative: Taylor's treatment of the Life of Jesus for

example, shows that we are not out of "the nightmare of form criticism"

(the fact that an authority in this field can be so conservative is doubly

reassuring), and Craig's treatment of eschatology shows perhaps too much
readiness to dismiss "realized eschatology" ; but space forbids further

elaboration. One can only urge that this volume should be used : here
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is wealth untold for ministers of the Word, which should do much to

stimulate a revival of expository preaching—than which there are few

things more necessarv.

W. D. Davies.

The Religions of Mankind. Edmund Davison Soper. Abingdon-Cokesbury

Press. 1951. 253 pp. $3.50. Third edition revised.

The Biblieal Background of the Christian JTorld Mission. Edmund D.

Soper. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. 1951. 79 pp.

These are reprints of two books by Dr. E. D. Soper, first Dean of the

Divinity School. The Religions of Mankind is the third edition, revised,

of Dr. Soper's textbook which has been widely used in courses in Com-
parative Religion in American colleges and theological schools. This

edition has been considerably improved and should be even more acceptable.

The second book is a reprint of Part I of Dr. Soper's book, The

Philosophy of the Christian World Mission. The sections of that book

dealing with the basis of rnissions in the Bible have been here put into

the form of a study pamphlet, which should be very useful in the work of

missionary study groups. This is one of the best treatments that is avail-

able on the Bible and missions.

James Cannon.

Pastoral Care. ]. Richard Spann, editor. AlMng<lon-Cokesbury Press

1951. 258 pp. $2.50.

To review this book demands at first a review of the spirit and pur-

pose of the editor and the group producing the book. This is one in a

series developed across the years under the direction of the Board of

^Ministerial Training of the Methodist Church.

The series grew out of a desire to provide for the many pastors'

schools across the nation a group of instructors who come fresh from a

learning and sharing experience in a field of vital interest. The persons

selected to share in the learning-sharing experiences which produced the

books were selected because of interest and proved ability in the field. Tlie

group selected each year meet at Garrett Biblical Institute and spend a

week in presenting their papers and discussing papers presented. Revi-

sions in manuscripts are made as a result of the discussions and then

Dr. .Spann takes over as Editor.

The nineteen who made contributions to Pastoral Care each had ex-

periences of note in this field and were selected because of success in some

phase of tlie work. These who are practitioners and learners in every

kind of helpful way to meet human need came sharing their experiences

of work witli children, youth at home and at school, young married and

unmarried people, older adults, the physically and mentally ill, alcoholics.

delin(iuents and prisoners. Out of the sharing came tlie revised manu-

scripts which make up Pastoral Care: there also came a corps of better

fitted instructors for the many pastors' schools.

To evaluate the nineteen separate authors' presentations is beyond the

limits of this review. One does not expect to find a book of multiple
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authorsliip a unitonnly well-written one, neither does he expect uniform
quality.

It is worth noting- that for the purpose of stimulating interest in pas-

toral care, keeping- one close to the needs of persons of all ages and walks

of life, and reminding the worker of the need for simplicity of approach,

this book is well worth the reading.

To read this book is to see pastoral care in a wide frame of reference.

Each author, probably because he is at work in the field, leaves us with

a sense of incompleteness. We wish he could have had space to be more
specific and conclusive. For the purpose back of the book's preparation,

this is all to the good. Reading it should lead to more intensive studies

such as those prepared by Russell Dicks, Alaves and Cedarleaf, Hiltner,

Hudson and others. The field is a rich and growing one and broad read-

ing should give the minister both the needed caution and the driving-

inspiration to be an efficient pastor.

A. J. Walton.

John the Baptist. Carl H. Kraeling. Scribner's. 1951. 218 pp. $2.50.

It has been many years since we have had in English a whole book on

John the Baptist. This new one—the Haskell Lectures at Oberlin in

1946—comes from a New Testament scholar who knows the Near Eastern

setting- as few men do. The intricate problems of the subject are con-

sidered objectively and skillfully, yielding a balanced and convincing- re-

construction. The brevity and readability of this account should not

obscure the fact that this is an important scholarly work.

Probably the most significant chapter is that on "John's Rite of Bap-

tism." Kraeling concludes that it was not initiatory, nor a sacrament,

but rather a symbolic "submersion in the river of fire" in which "the

individual pre-enacts his judgment." This seems to the reviewer less

probable than the conception of a sacramental purification in anticipation

of the imminent Kingdom of God.

In the chapter on "John the Baptist and Jesus," there is an emphasis

on "realized eschatology." Although John proclaimed the Kingdom as

future. "Jesus thought the Kingdom began with his baptism." But a

reader may wonder why the baptism was a pre-enactment for an experi-

ence already beginning. The nature of the present Kingdom is not

explained, especially in relation to the many futuristic references not

discussed.

The many excellent insights of this volume provide great stimulus and

guidance. The notes with their numerous bibliographical reminders are

an extremely valuable part of the book. The conclusion is well supported

that while "John the Baptist does not belong to the greatest figures of

religious history, for the forces he released lost much of their original

iinport within a few generations . . . yet for his own day and generation

John undoubtedly had a profound significance." "The fact that ... he

so deeply affected Jesus . . . assures him a place among the immortals

of religious history."

Kenneth W. Clark.
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Autobiography of a Yogi. Parambansa Yogananda. Philoscipliical Li-

brary. Revised 1951. xv + 501 pp. $3.50.

No one of its facets better typifies and epitomizes the religious H fe of

India than the life of the yogi, the Hindu saint. The Autobiography of

a Yogi is both an adequate introduction for interested lay inquirers to

the Indian religious complex and a valuable survey of insights for tlic

scholar who is concerned with the yogi phenomenon. One sees in the life

of Yogananda the characteristic Indian mysticism seeking a rationalized

compromise with the challenge of Western science and religion. Since

reading the late M. K. Ghandi's Autobiography I have not read any other

Indian literature with more pleasure than Yogananda's account of his own
life.

Edmund Pkrrv.

Tlie ]]\iy of Man According to tlic Teachings of Hasidisni. Martin

Buber. Wilcox and Follett. 1951. 46 pp.

A few quotations from other works of the Jewish mystic Buber.

Hardly enough to give the reader an adequate idea of tlie man or his

movement, known as Hasidism.

\\\ F. Stixesprixg.

Marriage and tlie Jewish Tradition. Edited by Stanley R. Brav. Philo-

sophical Library. 1951. 218 pp. $3.75.

A collection of previously published essays by various Jewish writers.

Some of the essays explore tradition and others deal with the current

scene. This volume will give Christian students an idea of some of the

best Jewish thinking on a currently important area of pastoral concern.

W. F. Stinespring.

The Jl'isdoin of the Talmud. Rabbi Ben-Zion Bokser. Philosophical

Library. 1951. 180 pp. $3.75.

This is an excellent little book on a subject about which the Christian

student is often woefully ignorant. There is a minimum of technicality,

yet Rabbi Bokser is scholarly and accurate, so that this is probably the

best work on this subject for the uninitiated Christian that has so far been

published. Protestants will particularly appreciate the author's point that

the Talmud is thoroughly grounded in the Jewish Bible or Old Testament,

and indeed is only a "supplementation" to that Bible. Even the busy

pastor looking for sermon material will find something of value here.

W. F. Stinespring.

This Grace Wherein We Stand. Warrack Lectures 1948. (icorge John-

stone Jeffrey. Scribner's. 1949. 96 pp. $2.00.

Like his predecessors in this Scottish lecture-series, Dr. Jeffrey speaks

from his pastoral experience to divinity students, disclaims originality,
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and writes briefly. Little of his advice regarding the preacher's themes,

resources, preparation, and devotional life is new. Yet the book, like the

ministry he describes, is "humane, tolerant, rich in understanding. . .
."

His terse epigrams—e.g., "The test of a vocation is the love of the

drudgery it involves"—his allusions and illustrations from his own min-

istry restate old counsel attractively, impressively, memorably. Through-

out are the overtones of a great love for a high calling. Ministers young

or old should find this book a means of grace.

John J. Rudin, II.

Tlie Dagger and the Cross. Culbert G. Rutenber. Fellowship Publica-

tions. 1950. $1.00.

A publication of tlie Fellowship of Reconciliation, written by a pro-

fessor at the Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, this little book is

an eloquent statement of the pacifist position, the most impressive, I think,

that we have had in many a year. It is one of the few pacifist manifestoes

that tries to reckon seriously with the strictures that Niebuhr has laid

upon the pacifist. Though this reviewer cannot agree with the practical

conclusion to which the author would come in defending his thesis that

"conscientious objection to war is the position that Christians ought to

adopt." he must pay his respects to the cogency and realism of the

author's case.

The special tradition out of which the author speaks is not the liberal

type dominant in Protestantism between the two World Wars, represented

by a Kirby Page. Rutenber is quite ready to acknowledge Niebuhr's

point that this view is quite too sentimental and "naive." Christian

pacifism will not "succeed" in overcoming evil with loving non-retaliation.

"Christian pacifism would be stronger if it took as its foundation not this

emphasis on consequences, but rather the will of God" (p. 51). Such a

position identifies Rutenber with the "witnessing" pacifist of the older,

sectarian type and with the vocational pacifism current in some circles

today.

What is also valuable is the author's appreciation for the tension

between love and justice, the moral ambiguity involved in all decisions,

pacifist or non-pacifist, and the peril of confusing necessary moral com-
promise with military irresponsibility. These pages should provide sober

food for thought both for tlie romantic pacifists, "the children of light"

and the God-bless-America militarists, "the children of darkness."

Waldo Beach.

Preaching from Prophetic Books. Andrew Blackwood. Abingdon-Cokes-

bury. Pp. 223. $2.50.

In the books of the prophets, says this author, the alert preacher may
discover striking new applications of the timeless truths of God, which
will enable him to minister to his people's needs with popular teaching
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sermons "biblical in quality, meaty in substance, and simple in form."

This book provides exposition, suggestive sermon-titles, germ-thoughts,

collateral readings, and advice calculated to aid in that objective.

'J'he reader, for his part, should use this book as a study-guide over

a period of months. Chapter 10, "The Mine for the Preacher Today."
tells him where and how to dig.

John J. Rudin, II.

Saints JJ'itliout Halos. Alvin E. Magarv. Abingdon-Cokesburv. Pp.

174. $2.00.

According to this Presbyterian pastor, Jesus had a liking for low com-
pany, and from his associations with petty chiselers, prostitutes and poor

people came the early church, whose members were "saints without

halos . . . , the common people of God"—as are we.

Disreputable saints, sinners who had been forgiven much, crowd the

vital pages of the New Testament, and in their lives and times, re-created

by Dr. Magary, we may see the Gospel in action in real life.

Here is theological and psychological insight unfettered and sympa-

thetic, biblical scholarship rooted in real life. How could it fail to be

fascinating ?

John J. Rudin, II.

Books Received but Not to Be Reviewed

The Face of tJic Heai'cnly Mother. Josef Cardinal Mindszenty. Philo-

sophical Library. 1951. $3.00.

A Fresh Approach to the Nezv Testament. H. G. G. Herklots. Abingdon-

Cokesbury. 1951. $2.00.

Jesiis and the Hidden Bible. Joseph Havvin Krimskv. Philosophical

Library. 1951. $2.75.

The Kingdom of Jesus. John Dashiell Stoops. Philosophical Library.

1951. $3.75.

Primitiz'c Gospel Sources. P. B. W. Strather Hunt. Philosophical

Library. 1951. $6.00.

The Return from Babel. Gerald M. Spring. Philosophical Lil)rarv. 1951.

$3.50.

Spinoza Dictionary. Edited bv Dagobert D. Runes. Philosophical Li-

brary. 1951. $5.00.

The Work and Jl'ords of Jesus. A. M. Hunter. Westminster. 1951.

$2.50.
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A Prayer at Parting

Almighty Father : In closing our work with this school which

has been the center of our interest and afifection for almost a half-

century, our heart goes out in gratitude for the privilege of working

here and for sharing in the great service which this school has ren-

dered. We thank Thee for the marvelous influence which she has

exerted in the cause of righteousness, for her fearlessness in her

search for truth, for her fidelity in the field of service.

As our work with her draws toward the close, we pray that she

may be evermore devoted to the promotion of the cause of Christ on

earth. Place within her heart a new consecration to truth, a new-

dedication to service, a new lo\e for righteousness, and a new scorn

for inditTerence.

We especially pray for those who are more directly responsible

for the religious welfare of this institution. May this Divinity School

be ever alert to its opportunities, ever elated with the joy of sharing

in Thy enterprise of the salvation of men, ever enthusiastic in the

promotion of goodness and justice in our social order. Endow her

teachers with power that they may more elYectively reach and help

those whose training is their chief task. Give them courage, lest in

cowardice they may fail Thee and their fellowmen in times that need

truth spoken fearlessly. Give them considerateness lest, through

carelessness and seeming indifiference, they may crush some faltering

faith or discourage those who may find the way difficult.

Bless not only this faculty, but the students and those men and

women who have studied here. Make them feel keenly the sense

of responsibility which is theirs to promote Thy gospel throughout

the earth. Save them from both bigotry and indifference. Endow
them with power, multiply their efficiency, and bless through them

a world which so desperately stands in need of the saving force of

Thy love. We ask in Jesus name. Amen.

H. E. Spence.

Published in February, May, November, and January
Entered as Second-Class Matter February 19. 1936, at the Post Office at

Durham, N. C. under the Act of Aug^ust 24, 191 2.
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I take pleasure in announcing that Dr. William Arthur Kale,

pastor of Wesley Memorial Methodist Church, High Point. North

Carolina, has been appointed Professor of Practical Theology in the

Divinity School.

Dr. Kale will have the responsibility for courses in the Organiza-

tion and Administration of Christian Education, succeeding Dr.

Hersey Everett Spence, who retires at the end of the current aca-

demic year after forty years of service in Trinity College and Duke
University. Mrs. Bessie W'hitted Spence is also retiring from her

position as Assistant Professor of Biblical Literature.

Dr. Kale is a native of Asheville, North Carolina. He holds the

A.B. and B.D. degrees from Duke University and the degree of

Doctor of Divinity from High Point College. He has also studied

at the Divinity School of Yale University.

Dr. Kale is a member of the Western North Carolina Conference

of the Methodist Church and has served churches at Wilson, Weaver-

ville, Mooresville, Kannapolis. Hickory, Shelby, and High Point,

North Carolina. He is now in his third year at Wesley Memorial,

one of the leading churches in the Southeastern Jurisdiction of The
Methodist Church.

Dr. Kale has served as Executive Secretary of Christian Educa-

tion in his Conference and is now Chairman of its Board of Educa-

tion
; he is also a member of the General Board of Education of The

Methodist Church. He has been an editor and is a frequent con-

tributor to religious journals and is a forceful and popular preacher,

especially in college and youth circles. He has twice been elected

a member of the General and Jurisdictional Conferences of his church

and attended the San Francisco meeting of the General Conference,

April 22 to May 6.
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Dr. Kale will take up his duties in the [)i\iuity Sehool in Septem-

ber, after completing the year's work at Wesley Memorial and at-

tending the sessions of the Western North Carolina Conference at

Charlotte, North Carolina.

Mrs. Kale is the former Miss Ruth Rogers, who received her

education at Virginia Intermont College and the University of

Tennessee, and was a resident of Durham for several years while

employed at Duke University. The Kales have two sons, William

Arthur, Jr., sixteen, and Thomas Swain, twelve.

Dr. James Campbell Manry, who has been Visiting Professor of

the History of Religion and Missions during the spring semester of

the current year, will be continued in the same capacity during the

academic year 1952-53. He will then return to his work as Professor

of Philosophy at Forman Christian College, Lahore. West Pakistan.

Dr. and Mrs. Manry have endeared themselves to the Divinity

School community, and I am pleased to announce that they will be

with us for another year.

The Divinity School joins with the thousands of friends and

admirers of Mr. and Mrs. J. Foster Barnes in the celebration of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of their work at Duke University. "Bishop"

and "Myrtle" have been honored in several communities where the

University Glee Club has appeared this spring. The many tokens

of esteem and aflfection that have been given to them are appreciated

by the Divinity School faculty and students. Mr. Barnes has taught

a course in Church Music in the Divinity School for many years.

This is one of the most popular and effective courses offered in our

curriculum. We wish for them many more years of service in the

direction of the choirs and Glee Clubs at Duke.

Dr. Hersey Everett Spence and Mrs. Bessie Whitted Spence were

honored at a reception given by Dr. and Mrs. James Cannon and

Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Myers at the Cannon residence on the afternoon

of May 18. The October issue of the Bulletin will carry ex-

pressions of esteem. Dr. Spence has given forty years of service to

Trinity College and Duke University.

The enrollment figures of the Divinity School for the period from

April 1, 1951, to March 31. 1952, are as follows: B.D. candidates,

276; M.R.E. candidates, 17; M.A. candidates, 2, and Ph.D. candi-

dates, a. We look forward to approximately this number during

the next twelve months' period.
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A special feature of the Divinity School exercises on Sunday

evening, June 1, will be the ordination, by Bishop Paul N. Garber, of

ten Divinity School students who have been elected to orders in

several IMethodist conferences. Dr. H. E. Spence will deliver the

charge to the candidates for ordination. Dean James Cannon will

preside. The Communion will be administered by Dr. Robert E.

Cushman and Bishop Garber.

Indications point to an excellent attendance at the Christian

Convocation, which will be held June 3-6. Dr. Liston Pope, B.D.

'32, D.D. '51, will deliver the third series of the James A. Gray

Lectures. The general subject of the lectures will be "The Ministry

to the Community." Dr. Pope will speak at 11 :15 each day in Page

Auditorium on the following schedule: Tuesday, June 3, "The Min-

ister as a Community Leader" ; Wednesday, June 4, "Perils of the

Parish"; Thursday, June 5, "The Ministerial Specialist"; Friday,

June 6, "The Ministry of Social Reconciliation." Dr. John Seldon

Whale will be Convocation Preacher, delivering three sermons in

the University Chapel at eight o'clock each evening on the following

schedule : Tuesday, June 3, "The Man in the Darkness" ; Wednesday,

June 4, "The Rock in the Wilderness" ; Thursday, June 5, "The

Vision in the Concentration Camp." He will also conduct a work-

shop on Preaching on Wednesday, June 4, at 3 :00 p.m. Special

lecturers, delivering four lectures each, will be Bishop Paul N.

Garber, speaking on the subject "Methodist Missions in Totalitarian

Countries"; Bishop Costen J. Harrell, lecturing on "Worship"; and

Mrs. E. L. Hillman, who will lecture on "The Work of the Woman's

Society of Christian Service." Instructors in eight class periods

each will be Dr. W. D. Davies, "The Theology of Paul" ; Mrs. Edith

W. Reed, "The Vacation Church School" ; Dr. A. J. W'alton, "Parish

Evangelism" ; The Reverend Edward L. Tullis, "The Church Ex-

tension Program of the Church," and Dr. E. D. C. Brewer, "The

Work of the Rural Church." Devotional services will be held in

York Chapel on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday morning at 8:15.

The leaders will be Dr. W. A. Kale, Dr. H. P. Powell, and Dr. H.

E. Spence.

Each person attending the Convocation is expected to pay a regis-

tration fee of $2 and wear a badge which will be issued to him

showing that the fee has been paid. There is no charge for rooms

for those who have registered but they should bring pillows and
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linens. There will be a limited number of rooms for married couples

(no children), but those interested are asked to write in advance for

such rooms. One hundred rooms furnished with pillows, bedding

and linens will be available at $2 per night per person. Persons

desiring these accommodations should write in advance. Married

couples asking for rooms should indicate whether they desire them

furnished or whether they will supply these items themselves.

Please do not send any money in advance of registration for

either rooms or registration fee.



A Layman Views the Ministry

By Marshall T. Spears

\\hen the layman sits quietly and reverently in his pew, he has

the right to assume with confidence that his minister has answered

the still small voice which said unto him : "Go ye into all the world,

and preach the gospel . .
." In answering this call, the minister not

onlv dedicates his life to his Master but, with unc(jn(iuerable determi-

nation, pious devotion, and consecration, he also undertakes to pre-

pare himself for maximum service to humanity and his Master.

It is not asking too much for the layman to expect his minister

to avoid the appearance of evil, walk humbly with his God, and by

precept and example in his daily life exemplify the teachings of his

Master, so that all may say : "There is a man of God."

In the early part of the century, the minister not only preached

and visited, but he performed a multitude of other duties as well.

He was also expected to, and by his personal efforts did, with the

exception of funds for ministerial support, raise the majority of the

funds required and necessary for church expansion and development.

Today, the laymen of the church have largely assumed the latter re-

sponsibility and have thereby relieved their minister of this work for

other duties. Many churches, large and small, now have an assistant

pastor, church secretary, director of religious education, professional

A'isitor, and other full or part time workers who are available to

assist the minister and lighten his duties, thereby releasing him for

more important duties. It is also true that much of the financial

anxiety has been removed from the minister. Minimum salary

schedules have been adopted. Retirement funds of more than a mere

pittance are provided. The minister, more than ever before, is now

under a greater obligation to his church to apply himself diligently

and prayerfully to the exacting duties of the ministry.

The tasks of the minister are many and varied. They require not

only consecration, patience, diligent thoughtful study, and wide read-

ing, but also the ability to work harmoniously with his staff and

official board and to inspire them for greater service in the full pro-

gram of the church. The minister cannot do his full duty and hope

to please all the members of his church, but he can and should en-

deavor, so far as humanly possible, to be a good pastor. He should
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know personally the members of his church and visit them in their

homes and places of business ; also respond to the call of the sick

and afflicted, the rich and the poor, the disgraced and heartbroken.

When sorrow comes into the homes of his members, he should go

and speak words of consolation and encouragement, and in some in-

stances simply say : "I came to be with you in this hour of your

sadness." Furthermore, w^hen joy and happiness come to his mem-

bers, his presence will likewise be needed and appreciated, as one is

frequently prone to forget God when all is well. The minister is

expected and will be asked to take an active part in the affairs of his

community. In responding to these demands he will, no doubt,

continue to exert his influence for good, and will reach and touch

many persons in various walks of life who do not attend his church, or

for that matter, any church. However, he should at all times put

first things first and ever be mindful of the true sense of values, never

allowing these activities, though good in themselves, to interfere

with his true mission in life, namely, to preach the gospel of Jesus

Christ, who said : "T am the way, the truth, and the life : no man

Cometh unto the Father, but by me."

The great majority of the members of his church will never visit

their minister in his home or his study ; nor will they seek his counsel

and advice to help them lead a better life and to solve their many

difificult and perplexing problems. Their contact with their minister,

for the most part, will be made by attending the Sunday morning

church service. It is from the pulpit that the minister, in all proba-

bility, exerts his greatest influence. The pulpit is a sacred place. It

is there that he will from Sunday to Sunday bring sinners to repent-

ance
;
glad tidings to those who are despondent and discouraged : joy

and hope to those who have dedicated their lives to the Master. The

minister is obligated to give his people his very best. To accom-

plish this, his sermons must be prepared with care and fervent prayer.

They must be well organized and logical ; delivered with a spirit of

conviction and true evangelism ; and appeal to the heart and intellect

of his congregation. He should realize that his people are hungry

for the word of God. They want and need a message that will

give them faith, strength, and courage ; faith in the tenets of the

Christian religion so that they may challenge and overcome doubts

as they arise in their daily lives ; strength to meet and conquer the

many temptations that will arise daily as to the right and ethical

course of conduct to adopt and follow ; courage to stand in the
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market place, if need be, and say : "As for me and my hcnise, we

shall follow the Lord."

The pulpit is not a platform from whence to promulgate dtnihtful

and half-baked theories of the philosophy of religion, business ethics,

and social conduct. It is from the pulpit that the minister should tell

his people of the love of God and the power of His love on their lives,

if they will only accept it and love Him in return. Regardless of the

subject of his sermons, the minister should take a firm and uncompro-

mising stand against sin in all of its many forms and ramifications.

It is from the pulpit that he can and must challenge the false doctrines

that are abroad in our nation today and that seek to destroy not only

our form of government, but also the Christian religion and our right

to worship God according to the dictates of our conscience.

The minister should be certain to realize that a keen sense of

humor is a rare gift and is highly appreciated ; on the other hand, too

much levity has no place in the pulpit. Obviously, questionable il-

lustrations and jokes should be avoided. He should ever bear in mind

that people do not attend church services merely to be entertained.

They seek entertainment elsewhere. The church services should

encourage worship in truth and in spirit, so that on departing his

people may say: "I am glad I went into the house of the Lord."

The minister's constant and zealous eflforts to help his people

and lead them in the paths of righteousness will not always be appre-

ciated and understood. He will meet with discouragement and

disappointment. It may seem to him that his messages are falling

on deaf ears and that the hearts of his people have turned to stone.

He will long in vain for a friendly hand shake and a word of praise.

In such hours he may be tempted to turn to other fields of service.

Then, upon reflection, he will go quietly to his study and kneel in

fervent prayer. He will rise with a beaming countenance and

with renewed faith and determination to serve his Master and to

labor in His vineyard. He will know that his reward is not the

plaudits of the multitude, but a crown of glory in his heavenly

home. The minister's ultimate reward is in the hereafter ; neverthe-

less, the members of his church should give him their support, aid,

and encouragement. Likewise, they should let his know that his

preaching is not in vain and that he has warmed their hearts by his

messages. Too often a church falls short of its mission, not solely

by reason of poor leadership, but by failure of its members to coop-

erate and work with their minister in the full program of the
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church. Here is a common imdertaking with the minister as the

leader and shepherd.

The layman realizes that the minister will need periods of leisure,

relaxation, reflection, and contemplation. In such hours he may

want to work in his flower garden. Here in the spring and summer

he will see his flowers grow- and bloom with such beauty as to bring

joy to his heart. In his garden, he will observe that in due time

the earth will respond to his labors, and he will receive a lesson in

the value of work and the meaning of patience. He will not plant

today and harvest tomorrow. He may and should commune with

nature by walking in the woods and fields. The pines, cedars, and

hollies, that are ever green, wnll testify that life is eternal. He will

come to an open space on the hillside, bare and unproductive from

years of erosion and lack of proper cultivation. He will find virgin

soil covered with briars and weeds. He will find, deep in the woods,

a spring that is the source of a brook which rushes madly on and

on through the valley. As he follows the brook, he will come to a

place where the water is quiet and placid. Some evening, as the

shadows fall, he may wish to go to a place far from the noise and

lights of man where he can sit (|uietly in the woods, look at the stars,

and utter reverently with the psalmist : "The heavens declare the

glory of God ; and the firmament sheweth his handiwork." Walking

in the woods, in the fields, and along the streams or looking at the

stars will bring joy to his soul and furnish him with subjects for his

messages and illustrations that will be readily understood.

In performing the sacred rituals of the church, the minister will

find joy and happiness as he reads and administers the vows of matri-

mony and adds his blessing. His heart will be warmed and stirred

when he takes infants into his arms and says : "I baptize thee in the

name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit." He will see

the fruits of his labors in the reception of members into the church.

When, in response to the invitation
—"Ve that do truly and earnestly

repent of your sins, and are in love and charity with your neighbors,

and intend to lead a new life, following the commandments of

God, and walking from henceforth in His holy ways ; draw near

with faith, and take this Holy Sacrament to your comfort; and make

your humble confession to Almighty God, meekly kneeling upon

your knees,"—the members of his church come to the Altar to receive

Holy Communion, the minister shall deliver the bread and wine to

them. As they depart with his blessing, he will say to himself: "I am

happy that God called me to the Ministry."



Bulletin Briefs

Missionary Emphasis Week was observed at the Divinity School

on February 5-8. The team of visiting speakers inckided Dr. Karl

Quimby, Dr. M. O. Williams, and Dr. T. T. Brumbaugh, all secre-

taries of the Methodist Board of Foreign Missions, Dr. Edward L.

Tullis, Secretary of Church Extension of the Methodist Church,

and Rev. Inman Townsley (class of '^7), missionary to the Belgian

Congo under the Methodist Board of Missions.

The program consisted of a forum discussion, personal interviews,

an assembly address, chapel talks, and lectures in various classes

by the visiting speakers ; a luncheon was also held for the speakers,

the faculty, and the student leaders. The climax of the week's

observance was the Service of Commemoration and Thanksgiving

which was held at the regular chapel period on February 8th. Pro-

fessor James T. Cleland presided at the service, in which the

twenty-five Duke graduates now serving under the Methodist Board

of Missions were brought to remembrance.

On the night of Holy Thursday, the Choral Communion Service,

arranged by Professor Spence, was held in the University Chapel,

with Professor Frank S. Hickman as Celebrant. The choral service,

presented for the fourteenth time, was especially well attended this

year. Speakers at the Good Friday service, "The Words from the

Cross," included, from the Divinity School, Professors William H.

Brownlee and J. C. Manry, Dr. E. L. Hillman and Dr. Kelsey Regen.

The Lord's Supper was also celebrated in York Chapel on the morn-

ing of Holy Thursday, Professor John Rudin being the Celebrant.

The Palm Sunday sermon in the University Chapel was preached

by Professor Waldo Beach; the Easter sermon, by Professor Frank

S. Hickman.
* * *

The Bulletin takes great pleasure in announcing the arrival of

two new members of the Divinity School community. Elizabeth

Anne Beach was born to Professor and Mrs. Waldo Beach on March

29th ; and Elizabeth Jane Cushman was born to Professor and Mrs.

Robert E. Cushman on x\pril 10th. Congratulations!
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During the current academic year, two special lectures were de-

livered in York Chapel. On October 17, Dr. Paul E. Johnson, pro-

fessor of psychology of religion at Boston University School of

Theology, delivered a lecture entitled "How Do We Communicate?"

On April 9, Dr. T. W. Manson, dean of the theological faculty at the

University of Manchester (England), spoke on "The Messianic

Secret and Realized Eschatology."

Among the Divinity School's other visitors from abroad was Dr.

H. H. Rowley, professor of Hebrew language and literature at the

University of Manchester, who was the guest of Professor and Mrs.

Clark in November. From April 5th to 9th. we enjoyed also the

visit of Dr. Horton Davies, professor of divinity at Rhodes Uni-

versity in Grahamstown, South Africa. Dr. Davies, who is dean of

the theological faculty at Rhodes University, is on leave of absence

visiting theological schools and conferring with religious leaders in

the United States and Canada.

* * *

Three members of the faculty participated in the Southern Sec-

tion meetings of the National Association of Biblical Instructors and

the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, which were held at

Emory University on March 24th and 25th. Professor H. E.

Myers presided at the sessions of the NABI on the 24th, and Pro-

fessor William F. Stinespring presided at the joint meeting of both

groups held that evening under the auspices of the American Schools

of Oriental Research. r)n March 25th, Professor Kenneth W. Clark

read before the SBLE a paper on "The Twentieth Century New
Testament."

* * *

Professor Kenneth W. Clark was elected an honorary member

of Phi Beta Kappa at a recent meeting of the Duke Chapter, in recog-

nition of his work in photographing manuscripts at Mt. Sinai and

for his work in the field of international textual criticism. Duke

University Library's own collection of ancient religious manuscripts,

assembled since 1931 with the help and guidance of Professor Clark,

now numbers twenty-six items. The manuscripts vary in age from

the 10th to the 15th century. The collection of Greek New Testa-

ments which it contains ranks as the fourth largest holding of its

kind in the United States.

* * *
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On April 4th, at a joint meeting of the Middle West Branch of the

American Oriental Society and the Mid-West Section of the Society

of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, Professor William H. Brownlee

read a paper on "The Present Status of Opinion with Regard to the

Dead Sea Scrolls." Two other articles by Dr. Brownlee on the

scrolls were published in April : "Emendations in the Dead Sea

Manual of Discipline, and Some Notes Concerning the Habakkuk

Midrash." in the Jezvish Quarterly Reviezv; and "The Historical

Allusions of the Dead Sea Habakkuk Midrash," in the Bulletin of

the American Schools of Oriental Research.

On Sunday, February 3rd, the Divinity School's Communion

vessels, which had recently been replaced by the gift of Professor

Cleland, were again dedicated to their intended use in the Providence

Methodist Church at Afton, North Carolina. The set was sent by

Dean Cannon to Rev. Bill Wells, pastor of the Providence Church,

when he learned that the church had need of a communion service.

Mr. Robert Regan, president of the Divinity School student body,

delivered the Communion meditation ; and the dedication contained

a commemorative service, "Among Those with Whom We Share

as We Commune," mentioning various Duke students now in active

service who also communed from the same vessels.

* * *

The student body of the Divinity School recently purchased six

baseballs and six bats, with the intention of sending them to one of

our graduates. Rev. Robert Howard, who is a missionary in Burma.

When Mr. E. M. Cameron, director of athletics at Duke, heard about

this purchase, he very kindly added a gift of three balls and three

bats. The combined gift is now on its way to Mr. Howard, who will

use the equipment in the mission's recreation program.
* * *

The leading article for this issue was written by Judge Marshall

T. Spears, a distinguished member of the Durham Bar and a former

teacher in the School of Law at Duke University. He is an out-

standing leader in the Methodist Church and writes from many
years of wise observation and experience.

The prayer was written by H. E. Spence, who has taught a total

of forty years at Trinity College and Duke University, and who has

been on the editorial stafif of the Bulletin since its foundation in

1936.



With the Faculty

Prof. William H. Brownlee gave an illustrated lecture on the

life of Christ at the Methodist Church, West End, North Carolina,

April 1, 1952.

Prof. Waldo Beach attended a meeting of the Central Commit-

tee of the National Council on Religion in Higher Education in

January at New Haven. Conn. He vi-as the speaker for the Men's

Fellowship Dinner at the West Market Street Methodist Church

on February 8, and preached at the Duke University Chapel on

April 6. An article of his on "Freedom and /Xuthority in Protestant

Moral Theory" appeared in the April issue of The Journal of Re-

ligion. He also published two other articles in the spring issues of

The Intercollegian and The Student World.

* * *

Dean James Cannon attended the meeting of the .Association

of Methodist Theological Schools held at San Francisco, California,

on April 28, in conjunction with the General Conference of the

Methodist Church. He spoke on "Trial and Success" at the annual

dinner of the High Point Y.M.C.A. on May 20. Preaching en-

gagements have been as follows : First Methodist Church, Rocky

Mount, January 20; Haymount Methodist Church, Fayetteville, Jan-

uary 27 at 11:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.; Queen Street Methodist

Church, Kinston, February 24 ; Jarvis Memorial Methodist Church.

Greenville, March 16; Charlotte District Conference, Big Spring

Church. April 8, and Fayetteville District Conference. Eaurel Hill.

April 15.

* * *

Prof. Kenneth Clark has given a number of addresses recently.

On January 29 he spoke to the Concilium on **New Research Ma-
terials from the Near East." He spoke in Henderson on "A Pil-

grimage with St. Paul." He addressed the Duke University alumnae

in their annual reunion on the campus, on "A Unique Expedition to

Mt. Sinai." On Palm Sunday he preached at Edenton Street

Methodist Church in Raleigh. Dr. and Mrs. Clark have collaborated

in the preparation for the Library of Congress of a Checklist of

Manuscripts Microfilmed in Sinai and Jerusalem, to i)e published
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soon. They will sail together on June 4 for England, where Prof.

Clark is to attend meetings at Oxford and Nottingham, otTering a

paper at the latter.

* * *

Prof. James T. Cleland took part in the Preaching Mission at

Winston-Salem in February, and was guest preacher during Holy

Week in Asheville, in a series of noon addresses sponsored by The

Churchmen of Church Street, an organization of Episcopal, Meth-

odist, and Presbyterian laymen. In the mornings of Holy Week,

he spoke at the Asheville School for Boys, and in the evenings, he

preached in the Central Methodist Church. In February, he preached

at Yale University and Deerfield Academy; in March, at Sweet

Briar College and Woodl)erry Forest School; in April, at Chatham

Hall School. During May, he will be s^^eaker at Mount Holyoke

College, Williston Academy, and Southern Seminary.
* * *

Prof. W. D. Davies addressed the North Carolina Teachers of

Religion during the last semester at Guilford College on "Trends in

New Testament Theology."
* * *

Since the first of the year, Prof. Russell Dicks has spoken at the

annual meeting of the W. T. C. U. in Winston-Salem, at the Hayes

Barton A/Iethodist Church Men's Meeting in Raleigh, and at the

West Raleigh Presbyterian Church Men's Meeting. He has con-

ducted seminars for pastors in High Point and Henderson. North

Carolina, in Columbia, South Carolina, and in Chattanooga, Ten-

nessee. In addition, he has spoken at the Shandon Methodist Church

in Columbia, S. C, at the First Methodist Church in Chattanooga,

and at the Lutheran Pastors' School at Mt. Airy Theological Sem-

inary in Germantown, Pennsylvania. The major amount of Dr.

Dicks' time, in addition to his teaching, has been given to the editing

of the new magazine Religion & Health, which is attracting favor-

able attention across the country.

* * *

Prof. James C. Manry spoke on India and Pakistan at meetings of

seven organizations in North Carolina, and two in Iowa. He
preached at Northgate Presbyterian Church and Mount Gilead Bap-

tist Church, Durham ; at the Central and First Presbyterian Churches.

Des Moines, Iowa ; at the Westminster and Northminster Presby-

terian Churches, Waterloo, Iowa; at the Presbyterian Church, Am-
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herst, Virginia. On March 26, he gave a lecture under the auspices

of the Graduate College and the Department of Philosophy at the

State University of Iowa, and the next day conducted a Conference

on Foreign Missions for the Iowa City Presbytery. On April 17-18,

he participated in the Inter-Seminary Movement Conference at

Columbia, S. C. On April 20, he preached at Warren Wilson Junior

College, Swannanoa, and on April 21, he spoke to the students of the

Appalachian State Teachers' College, Boone, N. C. He is to attend

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.,

at New York City, May 22-28.

* * *

Prof. H. E. Myers, as Chairman of the Southern Section of the

National Association of Biblical Instructors, attended the sessions of

the Association held at Emory, Georgia, March 24. He served as

representative of the Association at the inauguration of Dr. C. C.

Jernigan as President of Queens College, Charlotte. March 28, 1952.

* * *

Prof. Ray C. Petry addressed the Concilium, March 28. He
discussed "Preparation for the Ministry" with the pre-ministerial

fraternity, Kappa Chi, on April 10. Other engagements include at-

tendance as Council Meml^er and Editorial Board Consultant upon'

the meetings of the American Society of Church History, Louisville,

Kentucky, June 9-10.

* * *

Prof. John J. Rudin II has conducted workshops on Public

Worship ; on March 2 for the Duke Methodist Student Fellowship,

on March 9 for the Duke Baptist Student Union, and during the

month of March a series of seminars on Jewish, Catholic, and Protes-

tant worship for the Duke Freshman Y.W.C.A. During the Lenten

season, he served Holy Communion to the congregations of the But-

ner, Soapstone, and Andrews Chapel Methodist churches, and served

as counselor in The W^oman's College religious discussion program.

He preached at Pleasant Green Methodist Church, April 20-25,

during the Durham District Week of Preaching, and on April 28,

served as adviser on program planning at the Student Religious

Council Leadership Conference. On April 26, he judged the regional

public speaking contest of the American Bankers' Association.

* * *

( )n February 24th, Prof. H. Shelton Smith addressed Lutheran

students from three North Carolina colleges on the subject, "Uni-
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versal Military Training—Yes or No?" He gave four lectures before

the Oklahoma Methodist Pastors' School at Oklahoma City, April

14th-18th, on the general theme, "Social Issues in the Light of

Christian Faith." He delivered an address at the McFarlin Me-

morial Methodist Church, Norman, Oklahoma, April 16th, on the

subject, 'The Church in a Power-Clashing Age." On June 9th, he

is scheduled to participate in a panel of the Western Division of the

American Society of Church History, Louisville, Kentucky, on

"Trends in American Church History."

* * *

Prof. H. E. Spence lists among his special activities the following:

He reviewed Dr. Nora Chaffin's book. Trinity College jrom 1838-

1892, before the Book Review Club in Raleigh. He spoke to a com-

bined group of all Raleigh Methodist Men's Fellowship groups on the

subject : "Immortality in Literature." He has engagements to preach

in Edenton Street Church, Raleigh ; and Duke Memorial, Durham.

He is also slated to address the Daughters of the Confederacy in a

]\Iemorial Day Address.

Dr. Spence's Easter Program, the Choral Communion, was ob-

served on Maundy Thursday in the University Chapel. Others of

his Easter plays and programs were put on in various churches of

the state.

Prof. Si>ence's retirement at the coming commencement causes

him to give up the editorship of the Bulletin. He regretfully

writes "30" for the present issue.

* * *

Prof. Thomas A. Schafer preached at the Durham First and the

Hillsboro Presbyterian churches in February, and at the Fuller

Memorial Presbyterian Church in April. On Easter Sunday, he

conducted Communion services at the Hebron and Oak Hill Presby-

terian churches near Oxford. From April 28 to May 2, he taught

a course on Christian beliefs in a leadership training school held at

the First Presbyterian Church, Durham.
* * *

Prof. W. F. Stinespring attended the meetings of the Southern

Sections of the National Association of Biblical Instructors and the

Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis at Emory University,

March 24-25. He presided at the joint session of the two societies,

at which an archaeological program was presented.



With the Students

E. W. Hammersla

Student activities are beginning their last ditch stand before an-

other school year closes and writes finis to a very successful year.

The big event of the year, the Divinity School banquet, will be held

on May 9th in the Union Ballroom. The talents of the Duke Dining

Hall, with its fine cuisine, will be equally matched by the talent

of the Divinity School in entertaining themselves from among their

own number. Russell Montfort, a Middler, will act as master of

ceremonies. He will have the honor of introducing such talent as

John Coflfee, playing the piano; Bruce Pate, soloist; Mr. and Mrs.

Don Marsh, who will present a musical skit ; a Divinity School

duet composed of Wallace Kirby and Martha Critcher; and Bob

McKenzie, who will lead group singing. Of course, there is always

the faculty, who are even delightful outside the class room, and they

will honor us with a dramatic skit.

The Duke Endowment Association has been esi)ecially active

during the month of April in helping students equip themselves to

do a better job in various phases of their summer work. The group

was instructed in the principles of leading group singing, of learn-

ing a few fundamentals of conducting folk games, and also learning-

how to conduct children's games. These very practical sessions, when

matched with the class work, should produce some excellent results

in the field work this summer. At least, it gives every student a

chance to be qualified for a variety of needs in the local churches.

New ofiicers for the Duke Endowment Association next year are

:

Bruce McClure, from Indianapolis, Indiana, President ; Ray Moore,

from Fairmont, West Virginia, Vice-president ; and Owen Fitzgerald,

from Kinston, North Carolina, Secretary-treasurer.

Student body elections were also held early in April with good

participation on the part of the students. Russell Montfort from

LaGrange, Kentucky, was elected President ; Peter Burks from

Charlotte, North Carolina, was elected Vice-president ; Wallace Kirby

from Roxboro, North Carolina, was elected Secretary ; and Carroll

Yingling from Baltimore, Maryland, was elected Treasurer. These
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officers were formally installed in an impressive service in York

Chapel, and assumed their duties on April 25th.

Fifty-seven seniors (a few professors being willing!) are slated

for graduation from the Divinity School this year. In addition to

the fifty-seven B.D.'s, ten M.R.E.'s will also get their degrees. As

an added feature of the graduation exercises. Dean Cannon has an-

nounced that Bishop Garber will be here to ordain properly qualified

students who will miss their conferences due to the graduation ex-

ercises. A number of students whose conferences meet in the

Spring would miss ordination until later if this opportunity were

not presented through the cooperation of Dean Cannon and Bishop

Garber.

The Senior Class is presenting to the Divinity School a fine pulpit

Bible to show their appreciation for the three years they have spent

in Duke Divinity School.

This school year brings to a close Professor H. E. Spence's active

teaching profession. It is not for the present students alone, but for

the hundreds of students he has taught in Trinity College and Duke

Divinity School, that we note with appreciation his active interest

in the students and their activities, his keen sense of humor, his wide

range of interests, and his cooperative spirit, all of which have made
Dr. Spence a man who will be fondly remembered.



Book Reviews

Consider Paul. Holmes Rolston. John Knox Press. 1951. 217 pp.

$3.00.

In appraising a book, it is usually advantageous for the reader to know
the author's point of view, his purpose, and his clientele. Dr. Rolston

seems to be a conservative, Protestant, Christocentric, ecumenical ex-

positor (26-31). His purpose is "to deal with the fundamental questions

of revelation and inspiration" (32) in Paul, so that we may hear what

the Apostle has to say to us. His clientele originally was made up of

Southern Presbyterians, who must have had the New Testament open on

their knees as he elucidated the Pauline letters. The book is written in a

thoughtful, helpful, irenic spirit, and one knows Paul better after one

has read this edifying analysis. There are questions though, to be asked

of the author: Is it in accordance with even conservative Pauline

criticism to use the Pastoral letters as much and as definitely as done here ?

Is there no place in such an exposition for Paul's view of the Second

Coming? Is Schweitzer a valid norm for a Southern Presbyterian

interpretation of Jesus Christ? This study will prove useful for mid-

week Biblical exposition, especially if read in conjunction with another

of Dr. Rolston's books—which I preferred

—

The Social Message of the

Apostle Paul.

James T. Cleland.

The Epistle to the Hebrezvs. William Manson, London, 1951. Ten shil-

lings and sixpence.

When last I was in Edinburgh I had tea with Professor William

Manson, and he referred to his labours on the Epistle to the Hebrew's.

That his labours were not in vain is proved by this volume. The key

to Hebrews lies in eschatology : it was written to disaffected 'Hebrew'

Christians in Rome who feared the Imperial persecution and shrank

back to the protection of the synagogue as a religio licita: the author

urges these to "go forth with Jesus outside the camp (of Israel)" (Heb.

13:13) because in Christ the old Israel and all its forms are superseded.

The date is placed before the Neronian persecution (cf. 12:4), and the

work is not concerned with reinterpreting a Palestinian eschatological

Gospel in terms of an Alexandrian gnosis but with the eschatological

summons to Christians to claim the whole world for their Lord. Readers

familiar with the past criticism of Hebrews will recognize the novelty

of this approach. In this brief notice, I can only state categorically it

is not only novel, but profound.
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Religion in Ctiiiiese Garment. Karl Ludvig- Reiclielt. Translated from

the Norwegian by Joseph Tetlie. Lutterworth Library Vol. XXX\'I,

Missionary Research Series No. 16. Philosophical Library. 1951.

Pp. 180. Separate indexes of subjects, of names and places, and of

sacred writings. $4.50.

Reichelt is a Norwegian Lutheran, who has served in China as a

missionary nearly half a century. In 1922. with his wife and one other

colleague, in a small house in Nanking, unsupported by any organization

he started the Christian Mission to Buddhists. He deliberately sought

out and invited the most earnest and devout Buddhists: and—what is

more—he attracted them. His unique work, now centered at Tao Feng-

Shan ("the hill of the spirit of truth"), Hongkong, is now sponsored

by the Norwegian Church. Reichelt believes in the preparation for the

Gospel found in Buddhist thought and life; but he is no cheap or easy

syncretist.

In the present volume, while treating Chinese Buddhism at greater

length, he surveys with sympathy and probing reason all the other

religions, except Christianity, that are found in China: animism, both

philosophical and popular Confucianism, Taoism. Islam, and the little

known sects (often secret societies).

Word has just come that Reichelt. aged 74. died of a heart stroke at

his mission station on the night of March 12-13. 1952. His work at Tao
Feng Shan will be carried on by his son Gerhard and other Scandinavians.

Tames C. Manry.

The Church Through the Ages: A Primer of Church History. Mildred

C. Luckhardt. 1951. Association Press, xii. 244 pp. $3.00.

Protestant Backgrounds in History. J. Minton Batten. 1951. Abingdon-

Cokesbury. 160 pp. $1.00 (paper).

These two books are similar in that they are designed as elementary

textbooks, take account of recent historical and religious developments,

and seek to find meaning and relevance at every point along the way.

Mrs. Luckhardt's book is adapted more especially to the capabilities and

experiences of late grade and early high school children. Its style is

informal and conversational, the material is organized around personalities

in a very interesting way. and the path is charted by numerous sub-

headings. An appendix of suggested projects and classified reading in-

creases its value as a primer. Its main weaknesses, to this review'er, are its

occasional inaccuracies (e.g., confusion of the Nicene Creed with the

Creed of Nicea). its frequently misleading generalizations, and its in-

adequate conception of Christ and the Church (essential Christianity is

the religion of Jesus, who, with his "friends," work together for the

"kingdom"; Jesus' resurrection means the continuance of his "spirit"

in the world).

Protestant Backgrounds in History, as the title implies, presents the
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history of Christianity with modern Protestantism, not some individual

church, as its terminus, and with the basic Protestant insights into

the meaning of the Gospel as its organizing conceptions. The author's

position is evangelical, yet he treasures religious freedom; it is ecumenical,

yet he makes no apology for our Protestant heritage. The treatment is

compact, but for all that informative, and space is left for unifving and
stimulating interpretation. Written for young people and adults, this

book is a good one to put in the hands of laymen who want to learn

some church history or find out why they are Protestants. Its inex-

pensiveness and its clear organization make it also suitable, in the hands

of a good teacher, for use with study groups. It has, however. nO'

bibliography or teaching suggestions.

Thomas A. Schafer.

John Wesley's Journal. As abridged by Nehemiah Curnock. Philosophi-

cal Library. 1951. 433 pp. $3.75.

The Journal of John Wesley is, witliout doubt, one of the world's

classics. Curnock's own abridgement of his multivolumned, standard

edition here serves as a useful purpose in a compact, if necessarily re-

duced, form. There is sufficient representativity and flavor to fashion

forth much of Wesley's gospel dedication to divine worship and his

service to human need.

Ray C. Petrv.

Luther^s Progress to the Diet of JVorms, 1521. Gordon Rupp. Wilcox
and Follett. 1951. 109 pp. $2.00.

He who wishes to discover the inner essence of Protestantism must

go first of all to Luther himself; he must examine especially that period

during which Luther made his determinative discovery of the gospel,

came into conflict with Rome, and was forced by the pressure of events

to draw the implications of his revolutionary insights. The pastor who
wishes to dig again at the wells of his spiritual and religious heritage

will find Rupp's little book a valuable tool. It covers the same ground

as Boehmer's Road to Reformation, but in a more concentrated treatment.

Rupp takes account of recent Luther scholarship in Germany and

Scandinavia, but he makes effective use also of Luther's writings and

other important documents. Luther's own religious struggles and

theological development are traced in parallel with the stirring events

which caused him, finally, to emerge at Worms as the leader of the

German Reformation. Not the least of Rupp's merits is the fact that he

writes with clarity and literary excellence.

Thomas A. Schafer.

The March of Methodism. Cyril J. Davey. Philosophical Library. 195L
Pp. xi, 209. 7 pages of illustrations. A list of books; index. $3.75.

In this well-printed little book, produced in Great Britain, Mr. Davey
attempts to outline the story of all the missionary societies now united
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in the (British) Methodist Missionary Society. Readers should not look

here for any account of the work of American Methodists. "There is a

world elsewhere."

About one-fifth of the book is devoted to "How It Be^an. 1786-1820."

In this first period particularly, soldiers, sailors, teachers, merchants, (yes

—and slave-holding planters !
) were often more directly the agents of

Methodist expansion, than were the thin lines of professional mis-

sionaries. The remaining four-fifths of the book is divided almost

equally between the last eighty years of the 19th, and the first fifty years

of the 20th century. The attempt to maintain a chronological frame-work

has resulted in a jumpy style, four successive paragraphs sometimes deal-

ing with as many continents.

The Indian Methodists related to the British Society joined in the

historic union of 1947 to form the Church of South India. Though the

author counts that event as "probably the most significant ... in Protestant

Church history since the Reformation," he still counts the ex-Methodists

in the C S I in framing his estimate for a world total of 15,130,000

Methodists. It should be humbling to American readers to reflect that

the British Methodists, whose abundant missionary labors are related

here, themselves constitute less than one-half of one per cent of that total.

Who but a preaclier would stretch a metaphor ("the march") to 200

pages? There are many other metaphors from chapter to chapter, but

the style—to use the author's own figure—is pedestrian.

If you buy the British edition, you will find it cheaper.

James C. M.\nry.

A Guide to the Thought of . . . : Karl Barth; Nicholas Berdyaer: Emil

Brunner: Karl Jaspers: Jacques Maritain; Reinhold Niebuhr. E. L.

Allen. Philosophical Library. 1951. 44-47 pp. each. $5.00 (for the

set).

Each of these six paper-bound pamphlets introduces an important re-

ligious leader of our time. Each contains a biographical sketch of the

thinker, a series of brief essays on his main teachings, and a short list

of readings for further study. The essays are extremely simplified, as

those Americans who have a fair knowledge of Niebuhr, e.g., will dis-

cern; this defect, of course, becomes something of a virtue in the case

of less well-known authors like Jaspers. The treatment is selective,

at times to a fault (only Maritain's social and political thought is con-

sidered) ; and the popular style so eats into the meager text that important

but less obvious elements are passed over and critical appraisal is cut to

a minimum. Nevertheless, here is a quick and relatively painless (except

financially: the price is double what it ought to be) way for the busy

minister to gain or renew an acquaintance with men who have powerfully

influenced modern religious thought.

Thomas A. Schafer,
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The Kingdom Without End. Robert E. Fitch. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1950. $2.50.

This book is not a treatise on philosophy of history, as the dust-jacket

suggests. It is a quick-stroked analysis of contemporary American culture

as it is judged by the Kingdom of God. It is really an extended sermon

based on the theme from Jeremiah 9:23-24, and a powerful jeremiad at

that. The "Kingdom without end" is conceived much more in the

Hebraic sense of standing as a normative judgment upon the foolish and

false Kingdoms of this world than in the liberal sense as the ideal goal

of human striving.

Fitch claims to be a "hybrid" in that he draws his "basic metaphysics

and methodology" from John Dewey, while his insights, values, per-

spectives are closer to those of Reinhold Niebuhr." The mixture is not

recognizable in the book; at least, there is much more of Niebuhr than

Dewey, certainly the Dewey of A Common Faith. While Fitch stresses

a theology of "creativity," after Dewey, this theme seems to be sub-

merged under the prophetic and Niebuhrean theme of judgment.

As in his earlier book, A Certain Rich Man, Fitch writes with a sharp

pen and a gift for rich imagery which does not obscure cogent reasoning.

(He describes some able scientific minds as "masters of technique but

amateurs of value," "wizards that peep and mutter." ) There are in these

pages rich prophetic materials here for any pastor who is courageous

enough to preach to his people something other than soothing bromides

and soporific sentimentalities.

Waldo Beach.

The Wings of Faith: A consideration of the nature and nieani>ig of the

nature and meaning of the Christian faith in the light of the work of

Soren Kierkegaard. H. V . Martin. Philosophical Library, 1951. 132

pp. $2.75.

One of the most intriguing problems confronting those who are

interested in the character and development of contemporary theology

concerns the influence which the personal reaction of Kierkegaard to

early nineteenth-century philosophy and theology has had upon the new
theological movement in our own day. Dr. Martin's small book will do

much in the way of providing one solution to that problem. His attempt

to "set forth Kierkegaard's contributions to the problem of the nature

and meaning of the act of Christian faith against our modern back-

ground," has resulted in a very lucid, readable analysis which will appeal

to minister and teacher alike.

The author suggests that the "destructive and corrupting influences"

present in the Christian thought in Kierkegaard's own day are not unlike

those present in contemporary thought. He discovers, therefore, in

the Danish theologian's thoughts on the "F^roblem," the "Object." the

"Nature," and the "Life" of the Christian faith, some eminently worth-

while guides for our own thinking. Inasmuch as he finds these thoughts,
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tor the most part, "true to the ori«;inal Protestant emphasis." his work

appears also as a commentary upon our traditional faith.

To those who desire an ahbreviated. yet adequate, introduction to the

sij2:nificance of Kierkegaard for our times and thoughts, the book is recom-

mended. It is not a substitute for the reading of Kierkegaard himself,

hut it will assist in making such reading more profitable.

H. BURNELL PaNNII.L.

Europe and America: Their Contributions to the World Church. Daniel

Jenkins. The Westminster Press. 1951. 72 pp. $1.50.

This ecumenical tract is the outgrowth of a young British churchman's

year-long visit to America as a Comniomvealth Fellow. Tt is character-

ized throughout by the kind of plain talk which both American and

European Christians need to take to heart. Both groups, he demonstrates,

have false stereotypes of each other. The American stereotype is that

European churchmen are lop-sided Barthians. The European stereotype

is that American Christians are generally shallow and activistic. Until

these superficial judgments are abandoned, Jenkins thinks the ecumenical

movement cannot hope to make much genuine progress.

Dr. Jenkins accuses European churchmen of being ''prime examples"

of ecclesiastical snobbery. They still generally treat America as a country

which is so backward theologically that it "catches up with die real center

of afifairs after about twenty years."

While the author is critical of European churchmen, he reminds

Americans that they can learn from Europeans in three areas: (a)

Biblical and systematic theology; (b) churchmanship ; and (c) lay-think-

ing in Christian doctrine.

H. Shelton Smith.

The Belief in Progress. John Baillie. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1951.

240 pp. $2.75.

'

It is refreshing to find a competent scholar who does not chime in with

the current outcry against the idea of progress. Though by no means
uncritical of modern versions of progress, Dr. Baillie proves uncontestably

that it was the Hebraic-Christian view of history that gave rise to the

idea of progress in Western culture. As against the ancient cyclical

notion of history, Christianity espoused the idea that history was a

"forward-moving process" which involved a definite beginning, a middle

or focal point, and a definite end. It was this dynamic pattern of history

that inspired a belief in progress.

But if the Biblical conception of history underlies a belief in progress,

the particular modern notions of progress are infected with Christian

heresy. That is to say, they are distortions of an essential Christian

truth. It is in this connection that Dr. Baillie analyzes and evaluates

most brilliantly the various patterns of progress as held by modern
philosophers. His own cautiously stated position marks a far cry from
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most progressivist notions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

For uncritical pessimists and optimists, ahke, it is a desirable menu.

H. Shelton Smith.

God ill Education. Henrv P. Van Dusen. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1951. 128 pp. $2.00.

This "Tract for the Times," as Dr. Van Dusen calls it, culminates in a

vigorous critique of the decision of the United States Supreme Court

which held (in the McCollum Case) that it is unconstitutional to teach

religion of any sort in state schools. The framers of the First Amend-
ment, he argues persuasively, had no such notion as the Court imputes

to them. This decision, he alleges, springs from a secular-minded Court

which quite misreads the new movement to provide educational culture

with a theocentric orientation. This little volume bristles with forceful

arguments in defense of the position tliat there is no true education that

can stop short of the acknowledgment that God is the ultimate ground

of Truth and the unifying principle of culture.

H. Shelton Smith.

Psychology, Religion and Healing. Weatherhead. 1952, Abingdon

Cokesbury Press. 543 pp. $5.00.

In this fine book. Dr. Weatherhead combines years of research with

his years of special practical ministry to suffering persons. Dr. Weather-

head was one of the early English pastors to be attracted by the new
psychology, and in the years that followed he has not hesitated to

venture into paths that were not clearly marked. In this book, he brings

together his study and observations.

He deals with the Early Methods of Healing through Religion and

through Psychology; this is followed by discussion of Modern Methods

of Healing through these tw'o disciplines. He discusses Christian Sci-

ence, Intercessory Prayer, The Church Psychological Clinic, and many
other practical and pertinent subjects which the modern pastor must face.

We welcome this excellent study by one who is capable of evaluating

a highly shifting and controversial subject. We wish he had written

more critically at points. The pastor will find this a great store house of

interesting material.

Russell L. Dicks.

The Lord's Pra\er. E. F. Scott. Scribner's. 1951. VII and 126 pp.

$2.25.

So ]Vc Belici'e So U'c Pra\. George .\. Buttrick. Abingdon Cokes-

bury. 1951. 256 pp. $2>5.

Every minister at some time preaches a series of sermons on the

Lord's Prayer, and all should on the Creed. These books will help

one in such prepartion. Dr. Scott, I think, wrote this volume while he
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was guest professor with us two years ago. It is another of his pene-

trating studies, so dangerously deceptive in its siniphcity. Exegesis, ex-

position, and application are interwoven in this analysis. He asks the ques-

tions of the Prayer that we shall ask as we prepare the series, and he

answers them to our henefit.

Dr. Ruttrick's study tackles hoth the Prayer and the Creed, showing

that liturgy and theology are not to he separated in an artificial isolation.

"The rule of praying is the rule of believing" as Prof. Roger Hazelton

emphasized in the Bulletin of Feb. 1951 (p. 13). These chapters are

homiletical in tone and in pattern, and abound in quotations and illustra-

tions. It is an ethically dangerous book for the too busy preacher. But

it is a quarry, even a mason's yard, for the man who has drawn his own

blue-print and is now looking for material.

{.AMES T. Cleland.

The Churches in English Fietion. Andrew L. Drummond. Edgar Backus.

(The British Book Centre, New York, New York). 1950. XII and

324 pp. 12s.6d.

Those of you who elected "Pr. 183 M.aterials of Preachixg—Nox-
Biblical" should find this an interesting volume. It is an interpretation of

the Church in Great Britain, its message and its ministry, from the great

novelists from 1800 to 1930, and from some of their less well-known

contemporaries. Evangelicals, High Churchmen, Broad Churchmen, Non-

conformists, and Roman Catholics are examined with care, with sympathy,

and with humor. The book is filled with unusual quotations, wise quips,

and shrewd chuckles, and may send us gently back to the literature loved

long since and lost awhile. There is one chapter on the American pic-

ture—New England Puritanism ; one wishes there were more. It is a

book to study rather than to skim, but its style makes perusal a pleasure.

Even the footnotes are readable.

James T Cleland.

The Practice of Evangelism. Bryan Green. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1951. 258 pp. $3.00.

This is a book written by an English clergyman who has been active

and successful in the field of practical evangelism. It has the ring of

understanding which continuous experience gives as he discusses the task

of evangelism, the conditioning factor in today's life, the meaning of

conversion, the many-sided field of church centered evangelism and the

minister's part in the whole task.

Ministers seeking to keep alert and active in soul winning will find

the book informative and inspiring, despite its leisurely style. There are

some very helpful challenges for the active minister. As an illustration.

Dr. Green challenges the minister who says, "T can't preach evangelistic

sermons." He says the minister can preach the gospel to his people
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and what may keep him from it is fear, lack of expectancy, and failure

to look for a verdict.

There is also an honest facing of the average minister's fear of mass

evangelism. His conclusion is that the right kind of mass evangelism

has a place in today's church and in today's minister's work plan.

Another challenge by Dr. Green is stated in his suggestion that a

mass revival should not be held in a local church more often than once

in five years. His reasons are worth study, and his suggestion for evangel-

ism in the period between the mass services makes up a most helpful

section of the book.

This book can be used as a textbook for seminary classes, reference

reading for every minister, and it will be stimulating to understanding

laymen.

The section showing how to work with individuals is a much needed

word for ministers as well as for laymen.

A. J. Walton.

The Pastor's Wife. Carolyn P. Blackwood. Westminster Press. 1951.

187 pp. $2.50.

An unusual book dealing with that most difficult position, the place

of the minister's wife. Mrs. Blackwood has investigated, through ques-

tionnaires and by personal interviews, the reactions and experiences of

hundreds of women who have lived in parsonages. She has interwoven

her findings with her own experiences and has produced a volume replete

with interesting suggestions, valuable information, and entertaining il-

lustrations. While the book smacks faintly of artificiality, it furnishes

helpful recommendations and useful advice.

Bessie Whitted Spence.
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A Collect for the Divinity School

Most gracious Father,

in whom abideth all love and strength ;

Grant unto us, Thy sinful and stumbling

children, the cleansing power of Tin-

love and the uplifting of Thy strong

hand;

that, walking in Thy way, we may
serve Thee and Thy children in

purity of heart and strength of will

;

through Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Amen.

ALLEN WENTZ

(This prayer was prepared for and used in the

class on Public IVorsliip in the spring of 1952.)

Published in February, May, November, and January

Entered as Second-Class Matter February 19, 1936, at the Post Oftke at

Durham, N. C, under the Act of August 24, 1912.
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HERSEY EVERETT SPENCE
Since its inception in 1934 The Duke Divinity School Bulletin

has had but two editors : Dean James Cannon, 1934-44. and Pro-

fessor Hersey Everett Spence, 1944-52. The time has come for

another change, as Dr. Spence retires from his work at Duke. The

new faculty committee on the Bulletin is : Professors James T. Clel-

and (Chairman), W. H. Brownlee, W. A. Kale, Ray C. Petry and

Thomas A. Schafer. It is the wish of this committee that this issue

of the Bulletin be an expression of gratitude to Dr. Spence and there-

fore there are published here an address by him and two tril)utes

from his colleagues to him.

The Christian Ministry

The ministry is a great calling. And I do seriously and sin-

cerely mean just that. For the ministry is a calling. The priesthood

may be a profession but the prophet carries within himself the assur-

ance : "Thus saith the Lord." No man can say just what form

your calling may assume. The essential thing is that you are aware

of its reality. If you share with Paul that conviction : "Woe is me

if I preach not the Gospel" ; if you have a deep sense of the needs

of the world and an overwhelming desire to try to satisfy those needs,

you may rest assured that your calling is genuine. Even the most

spectacular calls of the ancient prophets were based on just those

simple things : a recognition of the needs of their people and a great

desire to help meet those needs. Mark you, I do not say that you

must have a feeling that you are capable of meeting them. In fact,

the greatest of all these ancients mistrusted their own alnlity to meet

the demands which their tasks imposed upon them. Moses was more
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eloquent than Demosthenes and yet he pled slowness of speech.

Isaiah was the author of some of earth's most beautiful passages on

purity and yet he cried : "Woe is me for—I am a man of unclean

lips." Jeremiah was stubborn and persistent even to the point of

being imprisoned and exiled
;
yet he wept : "Ah God I am but a child."

Ezekiel was one of Israel's most emphatic teachers, but he fell on

his face in humility and would not rise until God commanded

:

"Stand on thy feet and I will speak to thee." A feeling of unworthi-

ness is frequently one of the strongest elements in a call. If you

were too sure, men would have a right to doubt the authenticity of

your call. Confidence but not conceit is a mark of a truly called

minister.

I welcome you to a great Comradeship. The ministry is one of

the most remarkable fraternities on earth. It has all the fine qualities

of civic and social clubs plus a deeper spiritual understanding that

does not characterize the others. It has the underlying sense of

loyalty and the inner feeling of fellowship which characterized the

ancient mysteries. It is a fellowship based upon mutual under-

standing, identical interests, gigantic tasks, overwhelming challenges,

common cares, shared sorrows, boundless sympathies and an undying

hope. At times you may doubt this fellowship. At times you may

feel that you are underrated, misunderstood, discriminated against.

But my observation and experience both point to the fact that the

ministry is the most loving and lovable, the most understanding and

sympathetic group of men I have ever known. And I speak from

a vast range of experience. I have been a "jiner" in my day. I

have belonged to almost everything except the Mystic Knights of

the Sea, and the Sons and Daughters of I Will Arise. But for

real fellowship and understanding there is no group that will equal

the ministry. It is true that they are very much like the description

a traveler gave of a little country town. When asked what sort of

town it was, he replied : "O, one of those little towns where they

talk about you when you are well and take care of you when you are

sick." That is a little bit like us. Hut the qualities of mercy and

sympathetic understanding, of brotherly love and the Golden Rule,

are all manifest here to a greater degree than anywhere else that

I know of. We literally "share our mutual woes, our mutual bur-

dens bear." We may criticize, but we defend ; we censure, yet we

praise; we understand each other's faults and shortcomings, put
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up with each other's foUies and pull the charitable curtain of silence

over each other's mistakes. Earth has no greater fraternity than

this to which you are this day admitted. And they will love you if

}'Ou will let them. They may become so engrossed in their own work

as to appear to neglect you, or may so conscientiously disagree with

your plans and ideas as to oppose you ; but agree or disagree, there's

not a man of them but will do what he can to make your work a

success and your stay with us a happy one. As you enter this fellow-

ship mark well your own responsibility. Do no deed that will cause

reproach to their name for every minister shares alike in the success

or failure of every other minister. Say no silly thing that will re-

flect upon you or them. As you receive their fellowship, prove your-

selves worthy of it and so live that their interests may be safe-guarded

as you hope that they will safe-guard your own interests.

I welcome you to a great Challenge. There was never a time

in the history of the world when ministers were needed as badly as

they are today. There never was a period when evil was more ram-

pant ; when sin was more unrestrained ; when the Bible was more

neglected or even discounted ; when love was more soiled by lust

;

when human life was held more cheaply ; when the home was in

greater peril, and civilization itself hanging so desperately in the

balance. Yet, there never was a time when there were greater forces

for good, greater opportunities for service, greater challenges to

heroic deeds, and a greater invitation to young men to throw them-

selves wholeheartedly and with abandon into the thick of the fight.

You are to be congratulated, not commiserated ; envied, not pitied

;

that you are called to such an hour as this. It is your great privilege

to carry on in the most critical moment of the game. Seeing that

you are surrounded by such a cloud of witnesses, the challenge is

even the greater. The men of old had as hard a task as you but

they responded nobly. May you have the spirit, as well as the

vision, of a Moses who prayed: "If thou wnlt not forgive them, then

blot my name out of the book of thy remembrance" ; the fervor of

Paul who said that he could wish himself accursed for the sake of

the cause ; the heartbreak of a Knox who cried : "Give me Scotland

or I die" ; the vision of a Wesley who included the world and all its

interests as his parish ; and the devotion and ambition of an Asbury

who vowed to make holiness and the will of God prevail throughout

our land.
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I welcome you to a great Certainty. All is not gloom and doubt.

There are seventy times seven thousand who have not bowed the

knee to Baal. The mountains today, as in the days of yore, are full

of the horses and cliariots of the Lord ; and they that are for us are

still more than they that be against us. You may have greater tasks,

but you also have greater allies.

Medical science is on your side. Doctors may have been skep-

tical theoretically at times, but they are your greatest allies in teach-

ing the exceeding sinfulness of sin and its results; in proving beyond

the peradventure of a doubt that whatsoever a man sows he must

also reap, and "Be sure your sins will find you out." Psychiatry

has come to your aid. Just as the ministry began to speak uncertainlv

about the power of religion to transform life, the psychiatrist took up
where we faltered and now practices the simple religious formula of

getting rid of doubt and fear and of taking on new hope. The psychia-

trists prove conclusively that human life can be changed by ideas.

Where they fail is that though they teach the expulsive power of a

new affection, they do not go further, as religion must, and teach the

transforming power of a new hope and love.

Even the physical sciences, once considered the worst foe of the

church, are now its staunchest allies. It is the scientist who realizes

what the churches always tried to teach, that war is not only futile

and foolish, ])ut absolutely fatal to the best interests of men. It is

their release of atomic energy with the devastating bomb that has

given you the most spectacular and certain ground for preaching

which any group of prophets ever had. Once the pro])het cried

:

"The soul that sinneth, it shall die." To this we still sul)scril)c and

know from the standpoint of both medicine and psychiatry how true

that message was. The ancient prophets warned that the nations

who went into the face of righteousness would fail. To the long list

of ruined empires which they used as illustration we can add hun-

dreds since, and many of them of recent destruction, which illustrate

the truth that the nations which go up against the moral order shall

be ground to powder. But an even more spectacular demonstration

of the need of righteousness appears when we contemplate the de-

structiveness of the atomic bomb and the threatened release of death-

dealing germs upon the world. Today, in addition to individual and

national danger, there comes the threat of the destruction of the whole

earth. Today we cry with assurance to a maddened world: "Learn

to do right or perish as a race."
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And even in the fields of the spiritual and invisible, the scientist

again comes to our aid. For the greatest scientists of earth are now
saying that there is no reasonable explanation of the universe except

in spiritual terms. The psychologists after going through the piti-

ful devolution of losing their souls, then their minds, then their in-

stincts and then their behavior, are now^ swinging back to something

that smacks strangely of the old soul-power idea. The new depth

psychology is bringing back to man the confidence that there is far

more than mind in man's makeup, and that the inner depth which

religion has always recognized is a scientifically provable reality.

Too, in the scientists' insistence upon the belief that there is

meaning to the universe, that matter is eternal, and that all energy

is conserved, they furnish evidence, if not proof, of the ancient belief

of the church in the indestructibility of personality and the on-going

of existence, even if and after the physical universe itself shall be

annihilated.

It may be that you will couch your messages in new terms. But

you will find it essentially true that if your message is earnest and

sincere it will bring hope to the disconsolate, cheer to the down-

hearted, will "give beauty for ashes, and the oil of joy for mourning,"

together with a hope of eternal life, when this "fever called living is

over at last," in some place or in some way where the beautiful and

good will forever continue with that God who is its author and sus-

tainer.

May God bless you and your fellow-graduates in yoiu" great task

as you go out from this University to find a field of service. My
])rayer for you is this : At the conclusion of your work may your

only regret be that you had but one life to give to the service of your

church and your God.*

The Faculty Minute

Professor Hersey Everett Spence retires at the end of the aca-

demic year 1951-52, after forty years of service in Trinity College

and Duke University. The Faculty of the Divinity School therefore

enters on its record this minute in appreciation of his life and work.

Hersey Everett Spence was born at South Mills, North Carolina,

on June 12, 1882. He entered Trinity College in 1903, and received

* An address delivered by Dr. Spence to the students about to be ordained by Bishop
Paul N. Garber at the closing exercises of the Divinity School, June 1, 1952.
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the A.B. degree in 1907. In 1908 he received the A.M. degree and
in 1927 the B.D. degree from Dnke University. He carried on

gradnate study at Colunihia University and at the Universitv of

Chicago. He was awarded the D.D. degree \)y Ashury College in

1937, and the Litt.D. degree hy High Point College in 1941.

Professor Spence's teaching career includes the following ai>-

pointments: Instructor in Trinity College. 1908-09; Assistant Pro-

fessor of English Literature, 1910-13; Professor of Religious Educa-

tion and Biblical Literature since 1918. (This is jjelieved to he the

first appointment of a Professor of Religious Education in a southern

college.) Since 1928 Dr. Spence has been Professor of Religious

Education in the Divinity School of Duke University.

The Methodist Church and Duke University have l)een, after

his home and family, the chief centres of Dr. Spence's interest and

affection. He became a member of McBryde's Methodist Church in

1895, received a license as a local preacher in 1902, and was admit-

ted into the North Carolina Conference in 1907. He has served

regular pastorates at Epworth, Raleigh, 1907; Mangum Street (Cal-

vary), Durham, 1908-10; Steele Street, Sanford, 1913-16. (This

last mentioned congregation has established a scholarship in the

Divinity School in his honor.) In addition he has served several

short-term and summer pastorates. For the past several summers

he has been pastor of the Methodist Church at Blowing Rock. North

Carolina. For twenty years he has been the regular teacher of the

men's Bible class at Duke Memorial Church, Durham.

The cause of Christian Education in the Church has been a prin-

cipal activity. Dr. Spence was Executive Secretary of the Board

of Education of the North Carolina Conference from 1916-18, was

a member of that board for thirty-five years, and its chairman for

twenty-five years. He has also been a frequent contributor and de-

partment editor of The North Carolina Christian Advocate, The
Adult Student, The CJiurcli School Maga::ine. ant! The ^Idiilt

Teacher.

As a college and university teacher, Dr. Spence has l)een inspir-

ing, instructive and thorough, and has held and expressed positive

convictions. In addition to the established courses in Biblical Litera-

ture and Religious Education, he has developed a course in Master-

pieces of Religious Literature which has given opportunity to com-

bine his love and appreciation of great literature with deep religious

interest. It is for his work in Religious Drama that Dr. Spence is
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most widely and distinctively known. He has conducted ])opular

courses in this field for many years. He wrote and for twenty years

has directed the Christmas Pageant which is a feature of Duke

University Christmas exercises. Also, for the past fourteen years

his Choral Communion Service—the Rhapsody of Redemption—has

been an outstanding aspect of the pre-Easter season. Both of these

have been presented in the University Chapel to overflow congre-

gations. For ten years Dr. Spence wrote and directed plays for the

annual Christmas party of the Duke Faculty Club, of which he was

three times president.

Formal publications have been : Reveries in Rhyme, A Guide to

Bible Study, Ruth, Marching Men of Methodism., When Cross Roads

Cross Again, Old Testam^ent Dratnas, The Bishop's Crusade

Pageants, Holidays and Holy Days. There have also been a large

number of occasional and informal writings, both published and un-

published. In Duke University Dr. Spence has been associated at

one time or another with Duke publications—editor of the Archive

and the Chronicle, and a frequent contributor to the Alumni Regis-

ter : in the Divinity School he has been a member of the staff of the

Divinity School Bulletin since its foundation and is now ending nine

years of service as editor. He has produced many pageants and

written poems for religious, educational and civic occasions and a

large number of programs for radio broadcasts. Some of his pro-

grams have been used throughout the Southeast and even more

widely in the Methodist Church.

As a member of the University Community and to many genera-

tions of Duke alumni. Professor Spence is widely and aiifectionately

known. He was a member of the Trinity College basketball team,

an enthusiastic golfer and able tennis player, and has been a con-

stant and active supporter of athletic and pubHc events of the Univer-

sity. As Dean of the North Carolina Pastors' School he has brought

to the campus many of the outstanding religious figures of the world.

He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Delta,

Theta Alpha Pi, Omicron Delta Kappa, the Monogram Club, and

earlier Trinity College societies such as Sigma Upsilon, "9019", and

Tombs, and various fraternal orders.

Professor Spence is a stimulating and unusual preacher and public

speaker, with a reputation for both humorous and serious platform

and pulpit performances. Ever thoughtful and considerate of others.
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his ministry to the sick, especially in Duke Hospital, and to the be-

reaved, has brought comfort and cheer to many who ha\e become

devoted friends and admirers.

Professor Spence is the first recipient at Duke University of tiic

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, and a copy of the citation accom-

panying that award is attached as a part of this record. This faculty

agrees with that citation, believing that the measure of a man cannot

be given in a form of words—so versatile and lovable a personality as

Hersey Spence defies ordinary efiforts at analysis and appraisal.

It is for what he is in himself and as himself that his colleagues of

the Faculty of the Divinity School of Duke University spread this

paper upon their minutes and wish him Godspeed in all the years

of his life.

CITATION OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN
AWARD TO BE ENTERED ON THE RECORD OF THE

NEW YORK SOUTHERN SOCIETY

In recognition of his unselfish service to hundreds of students,

associates, and neighbors, and of his countless demonstrations of

kindness and thoughtfulness of others of all ages, groups, and classes

—specifically for his generous acts of kindness to the Durham

Nursery School, his visitation of the sick, and his effective contribu-

tion in writing and directing of religious drama "as a labor of love"

over a period of years, the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award is

presented to Hersey Everett Spence.

May 27, 1952

An Informal Tribute

It is with gratitude that we sign for you. Hersey and Bessie

Spence, this appreciation of you and your work, which have meant

so much to us who are your colleagues and friends in Duke Univer-

sity. Since it needs must be that you pass on (though, not "out"),

we want you to know how much we care for you—and why!

What shall we recall about you, Hersey? There is your un-

flagging joy in presenting the Lord and Master whom you have

served so willingly, so faithfully and so long. Many have carried
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from your classroom not only your formal instruction, hut your love

for the Bihle, for the poets and dramatists of all countries and cen-

turies, and your enthusiasm for the excitement of the good life as

interpreted hy Christian sanity and mirth. We have heen impressed

hy your genuine friendliness to all comers, hy your simplicity and

entire good will, and by your positive and permanent influence upon

both undergraduate and Divinity School students.

There is your great passion for extra-curricular activities. The

Christmas Pageant and the Choral Communion—the Rhapsody of

Redemption—on ATaund}- Thursday, have made folk see as well

as hear two of the dramatic Christian acts. Your willing editing

of the Divinity School Bulletin for the alumni, your self-giving to

the social activities of the School, and your unparalleled and ex-

hausting attendance at the University athletic events have made you

an unmistakable figure to thousands.

There is your pastoral ministry in the University comnumity,

no part of your duty, but the overflow of your affection in Christ.

Many will remember your sensibly brief calls in the sick room, flowers

on the doorstep and fruit in the raw and in good jelly. But, perhaps,

your real work as a pastor has been your counselling of younger

colleagues, given without pride and without jealousy.

Aren't you almost willing to believe in a kindly predestination

that brought together for you the Methodist Church and Duke Uni-

versity? You have certainly been a most effective public relations

man between School, Church, and Community.

As for you. Miss Bessie, our memories are many and good. We
shall think often of the integrity and fidelity of your teaching of

generations of young people. Wq shall remember the unstinting

giving of yourself to the needs and interests of legions of your own
students, and the aid and comfort you offered to those in other

fields, "beyond the call of duty." We marvel constantly at the wide

range and volume of your reading, both professional and cultural.

And you are a joy to have on any committee.

We admire your devotion to your family, continued throughout

your life, and your perfection as a housekeeper.

We are humbly grateful for your love for the Church and its

program of Christian Education.

Above all we thank you for abetting your husband in his extra-

curricular activities. You have, with poise and dignity and a sense
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of humor, aided him in every good endeavor—mayl)e e\en in the

others. We reaHze with what patient devotion you have Hvcd with

and—when necessary—restrained that restless and stimulating and

—at times, no doubt—aggravating person whom you call husband.

Yet you were never just his wnfe. You were always "Mrs. Spence"

in your own right.

Come back and see us often. \o\\ arc l)oth too young to be con-

sidered emeriti.'^

* The faculty members of the Divinity School and the Undergraduate Department of

Religion and their wives signed this tribute and presented it to the Spences on May 18,

1952.



The ^^New" Bible

The Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version, containinsj the Old and

New Testaments. Thomas Nelson and Sons. 1952.

Every scholar who goes to the RSV Bible finds himself both

pleased and disappointed as he seeks out various passages to see

whether the readings followed or the interpretations given are those

he would have chosen. Every layman who seeks out his favorite

passages probably has a similar experience, of alternate pleasure at

the retention of endeared language, or of disappointment at its loss.

But the moment either scholar or layman settles down to con-

tinuous reading and forgets about particular readings, he discovers

the Revised Standard Version to be readable, dignified, beautiful,

and on the whole more easily understood than either the Authorized

\'ersion or the American Standard Version. One of the greatest

improvements lies in the recognition of poetry in the Old Testa-

ment, in the Prophets as well as in the Psalms and Wisdom Litera-

ture. This involves far more than the format of the printing, but

(what is even more important) the translation itself. The greater

clarity and precision of the RSV Bible, together with the translation

of jxjetry as poetry, mark it as a greater masterpiece of English

literature (in the opinion of this reviewer) than even the old

Authorized Version. Much of the beauty of the RSV, however, is

inherited beauty, coming down to us from the earlier versions.

The greater clarity in the RSV is frequently a matter of the

text. Many obscure passages in the Old Testament have been clari-

fied by the use of the ancient versions which were made from He-

brew manuscripts older than the ones which we now possess. Others

have been clarified by textual emendations, which are judiciously

few in number, though not every scholar will agree as to the correct-

ness of every emendation. Many words and phrases are translated

accurately for the first time because of new light shed by the intense

Biblical and archaeological research of the last seventy-five years.

Yet our knowledge is still imperfect, a fact which this Version

recognizes. Indeed, it is in some respects the most honest version

ever printed ; notice the frequency of such notes as "Heb. uncertain,"

"Heb. obscure," "The meaning of the Heb. word is unknown." On
the other hand, the elimination of italics (or some com])aral)le device)
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to indicate added words (which the translators believe to be required

to convey the sense of the passage) is not always a gain, especially

in a truncated and confused text like that of Psalm 27 : 8, where

honesty would require a note as to the actual condition of the Hebrew,

which reads as follows: "To thee, my heart said, 'Seek my face.'

Thy face Lord, do I seek."

It is regrettable that the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered too

late to make their full impact upon the RSV Old Testament. Al-

though thirteen new readings of Isaiah are based in full or in part

upon "one ancient manuscript" (the complete Dead Sea Isaiah),

there are other variants in the roll which have already won the favor

of many scholars and which will soon be regarded generally as

rendering obsolete some of the traditional readings followed by the

RSV committee. Time is required for the true worth of many
variants to appear ; for that reason the revisers were cautious, per-

haps commendably so, though some of the better readings of the

scroll might have been entered marginally. Time is also required

for an ancient manuscript to be read correctly everywhere. Thus

two readings of the RSV which are presented as corrections (labeled

"Cn.") actually appear as the right readings of the Dead Sea Scrolls:

"the land of Syene" in Isa. 49: 12 and "stagger" in Hab. 2 : 16. The
former correction removes a dubious reference to China (land of

Sinim ) and gives us a reference to Aswan instead. As for the

Habakkuk passage, there is no evidence that the scroll was con-

sulted. Perhaps the translation had already l)een prepared l)efore

the discovery of the scrolls.

It is not simply in matters of text, but also in matters of inter-

pretation that the Dead Sea Scrolls shed new light. Thus the

Manual of Discipline (which was not yet published when the re-

visers did their work) clarifies a difficult phrase in Isa. 26 : 3 : "Thou

wilt keep him in perfect peace, zvhosc mind is stayed on thee." The

italics of the King James Version indicate the amount of interpreta-

tion that was introduced into the text to make sense out of the two

words "mind stayed." The revisers followed suit with almost iden-

tical language, but without italics. Now the Manual of Discipline

employs this phrase several times with the contextual indication

that what it means is simply "the staid (or steadfast) mind," so

that the rendering of Alex R. Gordon in "An American Translation"

is fully substantiated:
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The steadfast mind thou keepest in perfect peace,

For it trusts in thee.

The vulnerableness of the RSV rendering is particularly apparent

in its introduction of a tristich into English which conforms to the

phrasing of the Authorized Version rather than to that of the

Hebrew. A tristich. to be sure, is in evidence ; and like those in its

context it should be one of 2 :2 :2 rhythm, which may be achieved

here by deleting the second occurrence of the word slialom (peace)

in accordance with the ancient versions. The line, as thus scanned,

should run as follows

:

The mind that is steadfast

thou dost keep in peace,

for it trusts in thee.

Perhaps the committee was too bewitched by the beauty of the King

James language to follow the lead of Gordon, but thereby they have

perpetuated a mistranslation. Another example of compromise with

accuracy is found in the retention of "the valley of the shadow of

death" in Psalm 23 : 4, although a footnote there gives the proper

rendering.

Ministers should find the introductions to the RSV Old and

New Testaments, which were prepared by the RSV Committee, very

informative and helpful. The periodical. Religions Education, July-

August, 1952, also contains interesting and instructive articles con-

cerning the RSV Bible.

WILLIAM H. BROVVNLEE

The Divinity School participated actively in celebrating the pub-

lication of the new Bible. An exhibit of rare Biblical manuscripts

and printed Bibles was set up in the main library by the curator of

rare books, Mr. Thomas Simkins. On Sunday morning, September

28, Professor Myers presided at the service of celebration in the

Duke University Chapel, at which Professor Clark preached on the

theme, "A Light Rekindled." Divinity School services during the

following week, conducted by Professor Clark, were devoted to the

new version. Between September 28 and October 5, several mem-
bers of the faculty addressed community celebrations as far as two

hundred miles distant, some speaking at two or three such services.



Manuscripts Galore

Checklist of Manuscripts in St. Catherine's Monastery, Mount Sinai.

Microfilmed for the Library of Congress, 1950. Prepared under

the direction of Kenneth W. Clark, General Editor of the Mount
Sinai Expedition, 1949-50. Library of Congress Photoduplica-

tion Service, Library of Congress, Washington, 1952.

Dr. Clark's invaluable contribution to international scholarship

comes into sharp focus with the release of this checklist. Under his

editorial supervision a chosen coterie of world scholars achieved the

incredible feat of exploring in its entirety a library of 3,300 manu-
scripts and of coyping 1,687 of these completely on 35 mm. microlilm.

Moreover, 1,284 illuminations were reproduced with a larger camera

especially for iconographers.

Only the most disciplined spirit and the hardiest imagination

can begin to appreciate the magnitude of these scholarly labors. Pur-

sued incessantly across intervening oceans and ensuing years, since

1949-50, these rolls of microfilm and photographs have been assid-

uously studied, organized, and indexed by Professor Clark. Thanks
to him, and his colleagues in expedition and Library, copies of these

materials may now be purchased, "at the mere cost of positive prints,"

by any one in the learned world. Brought at last to universal avail-

ability, the staggering- richness of these priceless manuscripts may
now be entrusted to the most appreciative of all grateful men—the

fellowship of scholars. Their tribute of thanks will resound into the

furtherest reaches of an incalculable future.

The treasures now procurable from The Library of Congress

were brought from the most inaccessible fastnesses of contemplative

retreat to the most throbbing artery of active communication. The

wealth of ancient hand-copyists has now been shunted safely past

the reefs of typewriting error into the haven of micro-filming "high

fidelity." A highly accomplished woman, Adelaide D. Clark, wife

of Dr. Kenneth W. Clark, was as courteously welcomed into St.

Catherine's library of doughty masculine withdrawal as she was

received into the haunts of literate Congressmen. In these libraries,

and between them, her devoted work has come to symbolize the ex-

panding services of her sex to scholarship, the church, and the world.

Gigantic resources were funneled to the Mt. Sinai expeditionary

force with the logistic acumen that joined libraries from the oldest
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to the youngest, churches of the Christian East and West, religious

and cultural interests of the most varied content and history, univer-

sities from every quarter of civilization, editors of every scholarly

aegis and persuasion, ecclesiastical and civil administrative official-

dom representative of history's lengthening vistas, and nations inter-

secting every vantage point of global perspective.

The Checklist, so meticulously prepared by Dr. and Mrs. Clark,

shows the depth and ramifications of this hidden treasure now shared

with scholars at a cost much less than the sale price of any field.

C(Mnprehensively and compactly indexed, the manuscripts and minia-

tures are succinctly referenced and numbered. The gamut of fields

and interests represented is only faintly suggested by the present

reviewer's mention of Biblical writings, commentaries, patristic

works, homilies, ascetic prescriptions, saints' lives, chronologies,

sacred histories, liturgies, lexicons, musical theories, non-Christian

classics, medicine, and law. A precious historical collection stem-

ming chiefly from Arabic and Turkish sources embraces covenants,

laws, decrees, firmans (royal decrees), treaties, administrative orders,

deeds, accounts, bills, and receipts.

Obviously, the services rendered by the General Editor and his

associates far surpass the scholarly proclivities of any individual or

group. Nor is the contribution limited to the exhuming, processing,

and re-issuing of Biblical desiderata, however much these may pre-

ponderate. Dr. Clark's modest introduction, like Congressional Li-

l)rarian Luther H. Evans' tersely eloquent foreword, makes one

thing amply clear. This is a collaborative triumph of man under

God utilizing the fullest processes of applied science at its best. It

extracts from history for reinvestment in history some of the noblest

ideals and most active commitments of the human race in strategic

service to the here and now.

Learned reviews and evaluations will guarantee to each of the

scholars here involved his own particular due. This brief apprecia-

tion would invite every Duke Divinity School alumnus, student,

teacher, administrator, and friend to pause wherever he may be in

grateful appreciation of the services magnificently rendered by Dr.

Kenneth W. Clark and his wife, Adelaide D. Clark. She asked a

wholly impossible favor—that she might not be mentioned here

!

But two so united will not here be separated. Not only Dr. Clark's

introductory tribute to his wife but, even more, their fruitful work

together makes that abundantly clear.

RAY C. PETRY



With the Dean

The Doris Duke Foundation has given to the Divinity School

money for the purchase and installation of a unit pipe organ in York-

Chapel. The instrument selected is the Artiste model, a two-manual

organ, made by the M. P. Moller Organ Company. The installation

was completed barely in time for the opening services of the fall

semester. Miss Helen Kendall, Organist and Choir Director of

the Divinity School, and the choir of Divinity School students, have

been working hard and faithfully to take the fullest advantage of this

welcome addition to the worship services of the School.

It is now possible to announce certain schedules of dates and

speakers that will be of interest to alumni and friends. The Philliiis

Brooks Club schedule for the first semester is as follows

:

October 20, 10:30-12:20

1. "India Today—a Secular Republic"—Dr. J. C. Manry

2. "Man and Nature"—Dr. A. C. Reid

November 17, 10:30-12:20

1. "Muslim and Christian in Pakistan"—Dr. Manry

2. "Man and Knowledge"—Dr. Reid

December 15, 10:30-12:20

1. "The Christian Movement in the Indo-Pakistan Sub-

continent"—Dr. Manry

January 19, 10:30-12:20

1. "Biblical Conception of Human Nature"—Dr. Frank

S. Hickman

2. "Man and Christ"—Dr. Reid

Special lecturers for the year will be Dr. Roliert T. Handy, of

the Department of Church History of Union Theological Seminary

( N. Y.) on October 29. Dr. John McKay, president of Princeton

Theological Seminary, on February 11. Dr. Norman W. Porteous

of Edinburgh University on April 8.

The Divinity School Seminars will be conducted at West Market

Street Methodist Church, Greensboro, on January 19 and 20, and

at Queen Street Church, Kinston, on January 22 and 23. The sub-

ject for both seminars will be "Preaching," and the special lecturers

will be Dr. Lynn Harold Hough and Dr. James T. Cleland.
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Speakers for the Missionary Emphasis Week, February 3-6, will

be Bishop Richard C. Raines, Dr. George Way Harley, Dr. Karl

Quimby, Dr. M. O. Williams, Dr. Fred Shippey and Mr. Creighton

Lacy.

The dates for the Christian Convocation of 1953 are June 2-5.

The faculty of the Pastors' School has not been selected, but it is

possible to announce that Dr. Charles W. Gilkey will be the James

A. Gray Lecturer and Bishop Fred Pierce Corson will be Convoca-

tion Preacher.

Dr. William Arthur Kale, Professor of Practical Theology with

responsibility for courses in the Organization and Administration of

Christian Education, has begun his work in the Divinity School.

Dr. James C. Manry is serving again as Visiting Professor of the

History of Religion and Missions. Dr. Frank S. Hickman is on

leave for the fall semester, and Dr. Waldo Beach and Dr. John J.

Rudin H will both be on leave in the spring semester.

The Dean has been busy during the summer and fall in repre-

senting the School at a number of conferences. The Divinity School

was host to a number of delegates to the Southeastern Jurisdictional

Conference at Roanoke, Virginia, the last week in June. President

A. HoUis Edens and Dr. W. A. Kale were delegates to both the

General and Jurisdictional Methodist Conferences of 1952.

At the organizational meeting of the Board of Education held

in Chicago during the first week in September, the Dean was ap-

pointed to a newly created committee on the theological schools.

Dr. Kale was elected a member of the executive committee of the

Board and also of the advisory committee of the local church section.

The Dean has visited the following Conferences: Kentucky,

August 29-30 ; Western North Carolina, September 24-29 ; Virginia,

October 8-12; North Carolina, October 22-24; South Carolina,

October 25-26.

Promotions in the faculty are : Dr. Waldo Beach promoted from

Associate Professor to Professor of Christian Ethics. Dr. John Rudin

II promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor of

Speech.

The Divinity School alumni of the Virginia Conference, at their

annual dinner meeting at Norfolk, Virginia, on October 10 voted

to establish a Virginia Conference Alumni Scholarship in the amount

of $600 a year. A Committee consisting of Ralph Arthur, Archie
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Acey, and M. C. Wilkerson was appointed to promote this cause

in the Virginia Conference.

With the Faculty

Professor Beach taught in the summer session at Union Theo-

logical Seminary, New York, and participated in the summer con-

ference of the Fellowship of Southern Chiuxhmen at Mars Hill,

North Carolina. His preaching engagements for the Fall include

Sweet Briar College and Woodberry Forest School in Virginia,

Wesleyan University and the Choate School in Connecticut, and the

Duke University Chapel.

Professor Brovvnlee taught at Duke in the first summer school

term and afterward took his family to Kansas for a vacation among
relatives. Various preaching and speaking engagements were kept

in both North Carolina and Kansas. He spoke at a celebration held

at Steele's Tavern, Virginia, September 30, celebrating the new

Revised Standard Version of the Bible. The October issue of the

Bulletin of American Schools of Oriental Research carries his ar-

ticle, "The Manuscripts of Isaiah from Which DSIa Was Copied."

Professor Clark divided the summer between Europe and Dur-

ham. As a meml)er of an executive committee of six textual scholars

from America, he met a similar committee of the British for a five-

day conference in June at Oxford University, to discuss the Inter-

national Greek New Testament project. On July 16 he gave an

illustrated lecture at Nottingham University, before the British

Society for Old Testament Studies, on "New Research Materials

from Libraries of the Near East." He preached on the Revised

Standard Bible in the University Chapel, and at community gath-

erings in Leaksville and Hillsboro, and lectured in Raleigh on "A
Unique Expedition to St. Catherine's Monastery."

Professor Cleland delivered Commencement Addresses in five

Preparatory Schools in New England in early June. During August

he was guest-preacher in the Wellington Church in Cilasgovv, Scot-

land. Since returning to America he has preached in Harvard

University, Williams College, Davidson College, and Hotchkiss and

Phillips Andover Schools, and has been guest preacher for one week

at the 80th anniversary of the First Presbyterian Church in Birming-

ham, Alabama.
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Professor Cusuman taught in the Duke Summer Session. He
preaehed at Carthage Methodist Church. Carthage, North CaroHna,

June 22, and in Duke Chapel, July 6. As a delegate of the Meth-
odist Church, he attended the Lund Conference on Faith and Order,

August 15-28. August 24 he preached at Wesley Church, Malmo,
Sweden. En route to Sweden, he spent two weeks traveling in the

British Isles and after the Lund Conference made a visit to Frank-

fort-Main, Germany, where he was the guest of Professor and Mrs.

Paulus Scharpff and President Friederich Wunderlich of the Meth-

odist Seminary at Ginnheim. He conversed with leaders of German
Protestantism, including Bishop Sommer of the Methodist Church.

With Bishop Ivan Lee Holt he attended the great Kirchentag at

Stuttgart, August 31. He returned to the United States September

9. He is slated to give several lectures on the Lund Conference.

Professor Dicks preached at The First Presbyterian Church

in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in June. He lectured at the District Super-

intendents' Conference at Lake Junaluska in August, and taught at

the Mississippi Pastors' School at Oxford, Mississippi, in August.

He has spoken at St. Michael's Episcopal Church in Raleigh, and

conducted a two day seminar for the pastors of Augusta, Georgia.

Professor Kale during September attended an organization

meeting of the General Board of Education of the Methodist Church

in Chicago, Illinois, where he was elected a member of the Execu-

tive Committee of the General Board. He was re-elected President

of the Western North Carolina Board of Education at the session

of the Conference in Charlotte. He gave the Address at the formal

opening of the new Education Building of W^est Market Street

Methodist Church, Greensboro, North Carolina, and the Address

at the Community Service celebrating the publication of the Revised

Standard Version of the Bible, First Baptist Church, Wilmington,

North Carolina.

Miss Helen Kendall was awarded two blue ribbons for paint-

ings exhibited at the North Carolina State Fair.

Professor Manry, while representing the Pakistan Mission at

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.,

May 22-28, in New York City, preached in the Community Pres-

byterian Church, Merrick, Long Island. He participated in the

annual session of the Institute of World Affairs, Warner, New
Hampshire, August 16-22, and preached twice in the Federated
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Church of Warner. He spoke before the EngHsh-Speaking Union.

Atlanta, on October 11, and attended the State Committee of the

Christian Rural Overseas Program at Raleigh, on October 16.

Professor Petry addressed a Union meeting of the churches

at Waynesboro, Virginia, on Reformation Day, November 2.

Professor Rudin conducted a workshop on Public Worship in

the Missouri Methodist Pastors' School, June 9-13, and taught in

the Duke Divinity Supply Pastors' School, July 1-15. He preached

in several Methodist churches of the Durham district, and on Nov-
ember 9th conducted a workshop in Leadership of Worship for the

University Methodist Youth Fellowship. He continues to serve

as Assistant Minister of McMannen's Chapel Methodist Church.

Professor Schafer taught in the second term of the Duke Sum-
mer School. In June, he gave a series of talks in the young people's

conferences of Granville and Orange presbyteries; during the sum-

mer he preached at various Presbyterian churches in the area around

Durham. From September 30 to October 4, he delivered a series

of weekly lectures on Christian beliefs in a leadership training school

held at the Chapel of the Cross, Chapel Hill. On September 30

he spoke at the Chapel Hill community celebration of the publica-

tion of the Revised Standard Version of the Bible.

Professor Smith preached a sermon in the United Church,

Raleigh, on July 20th. He also delivered the sermon in the Duke
University Chapel on July 27th. During the month of August he

gave a series of lectures at the University of North Carolina on the

general subject, "Theology and Contemporary American Philosophy

of Education." He participated in a meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the North Carolina Council of Churches on September

23rd, and in the annual meeting of the National Council on Grad-

uate Studies in Religion in New York on November 8th.

Professor Stinespring spent the summer working on his trans-

lation of The Messianic Idea in Israel. On Septem])er 30 he

spoke to the combined churches of Roanoke Rapids and Weldon,

North Carolina, at a celebration of the publication of the Revised

Standard Version of the Bible. On October 5 he spoke to the young
people of Duke Memorial Metliodist Church, Durham, again on the

subject of the Revised Standard Version.

Professor Walton was the Conference Preacher in May at the

West Virginia Annual Conference and also addressed the Exchange

Club of Charleston, West Virginia. In June, he was the leader in a
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week of evangelistic services in Main Street Methodist Church,

South Boston, Virginia. He taught in Duke University Convoca-

tion. He taught in the W.S.C.S. School of Missions, in the Church

School Workers' Convocation, and in the Southeastern Jurisdiction

Town and Country Conference, all at Lake Junaluska. In Septeni-

her, he taught in the Raleigh Training School and delivered the ad-

dress at the city-wide celebration of the Revised Standard Version of

the Bible in Petersburg, Virginia. He represented Duke University

and spoke at the Holston Annual Conference. During October, he

preached at Longhurst, N. C, and delivered addresses at Carthage

and Kinston, N. C.

With the Students

We unpacked our brains and our books amid new bricks in our

own little Waldorf, technically titled Men's Graduate Center. We
found Venetian blinds and telephone plugs in our rooms, marble in

our showers, air-conditioning in our coffee shop and an elevator in

the hall.

The year was begun with punch and peanuts at Dean Cannon's

home and with handshakes and how-dee-do's at the University

House. But the highlight of the orientation program was the chapel

talks sponsored by the Spiritual Life Committees. The retreat

proved to be a spiritual advance with talks on "If I Had It to Do
Over," "Why I Am Entering the Ministry," "What We Hope for in

Divinity School," and "Our Problem and Challenge." The Spiritual

Life Committee, under the leadership of Carl Clary of Gafifney,

South Carolina, will again sponsor call meetings, wdiich are prayer

groups on each hall.

The student government officially opened the season when Pres-

ident Russell Montford of Crestwood, Kentucky, introduced the

other council members. Other student government officers for the

year are Vice-president, Peter Burks of Charlotte, North Carolina

;

Secretary, Wallace Kirby of Roxboro, North Carolina; and Treas-

urer, Caroll Yingling of Baltimore, Maryland.

The Social Action Committee began the year by proving that

good works is the fruit of faith and the spice of life. Divinity School

boys can be found from county homes to city jails. To provide

spiritual instruction to homeless children four students visit Wrights
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Refuge every Sunday night. Operation SAC has liegun a new

service with instruction in model airplane building for the Negro boys

in the West Durham Hill Community Center. This committee is

under the direction of Kenneth Howard of Waurika, Oklahoma.

With George Ogle of Pitcairn, Pennsylvania, as leader, the

Missions Committee is busy with plans for the Mission Emphasis

Week, which will take place in early February. Mr. Isowa Tanaka,

a missionary to Korea and Japan, spoke to the group on "Missions

in Japan." Another speaker will be Rev. Carl R. Key, state chair-

man of the Crop Rural Overseas Program. He will speak on "Re-

habilitation Work in Asia."

The ecumaniacs sent Raymond Moore of Fairmont, West Vir-

ginia, and Walter Hudgins of Danville, Virginia, northward to at-

tend the planning session of the National Interseminary Triennial at

Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, and southward to attend the

regional conference at the Lutheran Seminary in Columbia, South

Carolina. An early meeting of the Interseminary Committee will

feature Dr. Robert Cushman, who attended the Committee on Faith

and Order, in Lund, Sweden.

Tlie Circuit Rider, the Divinity School annual, will make an

encore this year with Guilford Daugherty of New Bern. North

Carolina, as editor. The annual will accent a typical life of Mo
Monk, an average seminarian.

Blasting forth with its first toot, Gabriel's Trumpet, the Di-

vinity School newspaper, featured the newly created Graduate Stu-

dent Council, which is composed of law, medical, forestry, and min-

isterial students.

Walter E. Hudgins



Book Reviews

Torah in the Messianic Age and/or the Age to Come. By W. D. Davies.

Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, Volume VII. 99

pp. $1.50. (To be obtained from Professor Donald H. Gard,

Treasurer of the Society of Biblical Literature, Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey.)

In this interesting little volume, our genial colleague. Professor Davies,

is researching into one aspect of the conception of the Law {Torah in

Hebrew) as received by Christianity from its Jewish background, and

as re-interpreted by early Christianity itself. First we have a study of

the subject in the Old Testament and in the Apocrypha and Pseude-

])igrapha. It is, of course, nothing new for Christian scholars to study

the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha along with the Old Testament ; how-
ever. Dr. Davies has made an unusually thorough search into the matter

of the conception of the Law in its relation to the idealized future.

But Chapter IV deals with "The Rabbinic Sources," and it is here

that the unusual skill of the author may be seen. The Rabbinic litera-

ture (the Mishnah, the Talmuds, the Targums, the Midrashes) assumed

its present form well after the beginning of Christianity; yet imbedded

in this literature are many reminiscences from earlier times, when
Christianity and Judaism had not yet gone their separate ways. The
Rabbinic literature then, should be of great value to Christian students

of Christian origins; but few Christian scholars have ever attained the

linguistic skill necessary to handle the difficult Hebrew-Aramaic Rab-

binic idiom. Dr. Davies is one of the few, as he has already demon-
strated in his Paid and Rabbinic Judaism, a work now becoming familiar

to students of Duke Divinity School. Suffice it to say that in the present

instance the utilization of the Rabbinic sources greatly enriches the pres-

entation with informative material not easily accessible to Christian

scholars.

The final chapter presents the author's conclusions and relates the

whole matter to the New Testament. Thus we have here a comprehensive

essay in Biblical theology: a single subject traced through Old Testa-

ment, Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Rabbinic literature, and New Testa-

ment. The work is well conceived and well executed. We look forward

to further studies from the same author.

W. F. Stinespring.

Westminster Historical Maps of Bible Lands. Edited by G. Ernest

Wright and Floyd V. Filson. The Westminster Press. 1952. XVI
plates and index. $1.00.

This is a complete set of the maps of the JVestminster Historical

Atlas to the Bible, reduced to ordinary book size and conveniently bound

in cardboard. Since these maps are now the best obtainable for Bible
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study, it is a j^reat boon to students and Bible readers in general to have
the maps available in this inexpensive form. The Westminster Press
is to be congratulated on one more signal service to Bible students.

W. F. Stinesprinc.

Critical Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Poem of Job. William Barron
Stevenson. Bloch Publishing Co. 1951. 170 pp. $3.25.

Professor (Emeritus) Stevenson of the University of Glasgow pre-

sents these notes as a supplement to his Schweich Lectures on "The
Poem of Job," published in 1947. This is a book for the student who
uses his Hebrew ; it deals with scholarly matters which could not be
discussed in the lectures, with particular emphasis on textual criticism

and the emendation of the text. These notes are full of beautiful in-

sights into the most profound of Biblical books.

W. F. Stinespring.

The One Church. C. T. Craig. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. 1951.

155 pp. $2.00.

A courageous frankness and thoroughness mark this little volume,

which make it refreshing reading. It combines an awareness of the

Biblical basis for the doctrine of the Church with an astute compre-

hension of actualities in the Life of the Churches. It can, therefore, be

wholeheartedly recommended to all desirous of understanding the present

ecclesiastical situation and debate.

W. D. Davies.

77;r Origins and History of Religions. John Murphv. Philosophical

Library. 1952. Pp. vii, 454. Index. "$6.00.

Though the preface of this book is dated in January, 1949. internal

evidence suggests that the author substantially completed it by about

1940. There are no bibliographies, but all the references in foot-notes

appear to be to works published by 1938; the publisher's blurb claims

"presentation of the latest research."

The style is verbose, the sentence-structure often unnecessarily com-

plicated, the use of commas and capitals erratic. Unhappy expressions

(e.g., "humanlike creature," p. 19) abound, as do cliches ("the taproot

of his Religion," p. 33; "the taproot of all religions," p. 40). The
author quotes J. Arthur Thomson against the loose use of the term "in-

stinct," but makes great play with "instincts" himself. The Ainus,

referred to as "the dwarf people of Japan" (p. 93), are actually taller

and heavier than the other people of the archipelago.

The "five culture-horizons" (primitive, animistic, agricultural, civi-

lized, and prophetic

—

sic) advanced as the basis for organizing the con-

siderable amount of detail become themselves confused, and are—at

least to one reader—unhelpful.
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Allowances can be made for an author working in Britain during

the l*^40's, but the sanic cannot bo said for an American publisher in

1952.

Jamks C. Manry.

Natural Science and the Spiritual Life. John Baillie. Charles Scribner's

Sons. 1952. 43 pp. $1.75.

Scientism. Man and Religion. I). R. G. Owen. Westminster Press.

1952. 208 pp. $3.50.

Religious Beliefs of American Scientists. Edward L. Long, Jr. West-

n'linster Press. 1952. 168 pp. $3.00.

These books take three somewhat different positions as to the jjroper

relationship between religion and science. What they have in common
is the belief that although science is a valuable source of knowledge about

reality, it is inadequate when it tries to stand by itself. Dr. Baillie

argues science's lack of intellectual and moral self-sufficiency. Dr. Owen
attacks secular cosmologies based on faith in science. Dr. Long sug-

gests that drawing religious conclusions from scientific principles is a

risky business, so widely do scientists dift'er among themselves as to

the religious implications of their work.

In his sparkling essay Dr. Baillie extends A. N. Whitehead's con-

tention that modern science depends for its very existence not only on

the Greek notion of the intelligibility of the world but also on the

Christian belief in its contingency. Ancient science attempted to deduce

the pattern of nature as the necessary result of Divine Intelligence.

Modern science became empirical and experimental in attempting to

discover which of many possible rational patterns the Divine Will had

actually chosen. Further, Dr. Baillie says that the scientific impulse

is maintained by the Christian virtues and by the meaning with which

Nature is endowed by Christian thought. It is easy to disagree with

such large generalizations so briefly presented. In stressing the deduc-

tive nature of Greek "science," Dr. Baillie is thinking of Greek nature-

philosophy. He overlooks the entire Alexandrian school, whose empirical

work is a landmark in the history of science. And many of the "Chris-

tian virtues" he names were, as Mill pointed out a century ago. Stoic

virtues also. Nevertheless, Dr. Baillie's essay is a masterly exposition

of a provocative point of view, and as such is unusually good reading.

"Scientism," for Dr. Owen, is the claim that scientific principles "can

be used as universal principles, in terms of which the whole of reality

can be explained." He presents this "modern idolatry" as a cause of

Communism, Nazism, and laissez-faire capitalism. In doing this, he

attempts to summarize and then refute a number of the main figures of

modern Western thought, from Hobbes to Dewey. This leads neither

to thorough presentations nor to convincing refutations. Moreover, it

seems rather questionable to blame our present discontents on a few

intellectuals : industrialism seems more important than Rousseau in

producing the Nazi state. Dr. Owen's chief virtue is his ability to
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distinguish between the scientific discoveries of a man such as Freud,
which lie correctly insists we must accept, and the deterministic cos-

mology derived by Freud from his psychology, which nmst be rejected.

Dr. Long finds that the religious beliefs held by 20th century

American scientists vary from mystical awe engendered by the rational-

ity of the cosmic structure all the way to Biblical fundamentalism. He
presents the whole range briefly and interestingly, wisely staying close

to his sources. His conclusion is that science dictates no particular re-

ligious (or non-religious) view to its practitioners; therefore there is

no "clear tie" between religion and science. Some sort of working
dualism is indicated, although this should I)e within a unified outlook to-

ward reality.

Walter F. Cannon.

TJic Pocket H'llliam Law. A. W. Hopkinson, ed. Westminster. 1952.

160 pp. $2.00.

Law's Serious Call is certainly not too much read in our day. It is

surely read too much as the sole, lasting contribution of that author, ex-

clusive of his numerous other works. Westminster's edition of the

Serious Call now has a companion piece in this re-issuance (first pub-

lished in Great Britain in 1950 by Latimer House Limited) of three

widely different but vastly significant abridgements. These are: (1) A
Practical Treatise upon Christian Perfection, (2) An Appeal to all that

doubt or disbelieve the Truths of the Gospel .... and (3) The Spirit

of Prayer. . . . The first, like Wesley's of similar title which it inspired,

should be read by every minister. The second is a vigorously Christian

apologetic. The last contains beautifully mystical stirrings that none

who prizes the riches of the Christian tradition can afiford to flout.

A good, crisp introduction, succinct tables of contents, an unencum-

bered text, and well-set, conveniently paged type make this a genuine

"pocket" Law.
R. C. Petry.

The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages. Beryl Smalley. Philo-

sophical Library. 1952. xxii and 406 pp. $7.50.

This volume has already proved its value in an earlier edition (1940).

Freshly incorporated findings and wholly re-worked conclusions make

this one even more useful. Here, then, is a readable, though by no means

easy-going, work of scholarship that merits the attention of every alert

teacher, student, and preacher. Assuredly, the fact that "the Bible was

the most studied book of the Middle Ages" does not mean that Bible-

reading was general then; any more than the widespread printing of

"The Book" guarantees spiritual literacy now^.

Few matters, apparently, interest the practicing minister less than

the actual use made of the Bible in the medieval period. Yet. one of

the best assurances of a more edifying Biblical application in our own
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society would be an enhanced understanding" of what the necessarily

limited, but surprisingly vital, study of the Word wrought in medieval

civilization. There must be many teachers and preachers who honestly

yearn to transcend in their own particular ministries the pious generali-

ties so characteristic of our thinly spread Biblical knowledge. If so,

they cannot afford to ignore this closely documented and often fascinat-

ing record of what other servants of God attempted in an age infinitely

more handicapped than ours.

Perhaps the greatest blessing that accrued to the reviewer from a

study of St. Francis of Assisi was the impetus given by a single-minded

spirit of other times to study the whole Bible afresh in our own. There

are numerous personalities and circumstances thoughtfully delineated here

that will conduce to a similar end if given the chance. Honest applica-

tion to the message of one such book would ruin the reader permanently

for all traffic in homiletical "quickies." It might help send us back to

the Bible itself in this year of the vaunted Revised Standard Version.

So be it!

R. C. Petry.

The Letters of Saint Athanasiiis Concerning tlic Holy Spirit. Trans-

lated with introduction and notes by C. R. B. Shapland. Philosophical

Library. 1951. 204 pp. $6.00.

These letters to Serapion on the Holy Spirit, here for the first time

in English, constitute an important addition to the translated resources

available to the student of doctrinal history. Taken together, they repre-

sent the first formal treatment of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Writ-

ing in 359 or 360, during his third exile, Athanasius defends the full

deity of the Holy Spirit against those who would make Him a creature.

Athanasius takes his stand squarely upon the position affirmed at Nicea

and shows that whatever status is attributed to the Son must be as-

signed to the Spirit also. These letters thus contributed to the final

triumph of Nicene Trinitarianism and to the subsequent elaborations

of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit.

Shapland has not only produced an admirable translation with excel-

lent notes, but he has carefully edited his Greek text by comparison with

most of the extant MSS. His introduction is especially noteworthy in

two particulars: (1) Shapland has re-grouped the texts (previously

known as four letters) into three letters (I, II-III, IV, 1-7), treating

IV, 8-23 as an earlier Athanasian defense of the diety of the Son. (2)

Shapland identifies the heresy against which Athanasius wrote these

letters as a local Egyptian form of Anomoean Arianism rather than

Macedonian Semiarianism, as has been held by Loofs and others. The
translation is also provided with a theological introduction and synopsis.

A classified bibliography and several valuable indexes furnish material

for more intensive study. We need more translations of this sort.

Thomas A. Schafer.
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How to Help an Alcoholic. Clifford Earle. Westminster Press. $1.50.

96 pp.

This is the fifth book in the Westminster Pastoral Aid series, a group
of small books conceived as aids to the pastor in his work. Ordinarily

they are books to be put into the hands of the parishioner, but since the

alcoholic resents and rejects all direct approaches, the present book is

written for family, friends, employers, and pastors of alcoholics. Alco-

hol is a much written upon subject but this is one of the few books upon
the subject that recognizes that the church has a role to play in the

rehabilitation of the alcoholic. The author is a young Presbyterian

minister, a friend of mine, who is director of the Commission for Social

.A.ction of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.

Russell L. Dicks.

The Counselor in Counseling. Seward Hiltner. Abingdon-Cokesbury

Press. 1952. $2.50. 188 pp.

This is another significant study in the field of counseling. It is

a study of the counselor himself. A friend of mine says, "Counseling

starts with the counselor." I do not believe this; I think counseling

starts with the one who seeks help, and no counseling takes place unless

help is welcomed. However, the counselor may make or break the

counseling even if it is sought. In this book Hiltner is attempting to

give insights into how this making or breaking takes place. The
strength of the book lies in the fact that it studies the problem in the

social situation, which is significant. This is a good book for those

who are beginning their study of the subject.

Russell L. Dicks.

Child Adoption in the Modern H'orld. Margaret Kornitzer. Philo-

sophical Library, Inc. 1952. $4.50. 403 pp.

Pastors are often faced with questions that have to do with adoption

of children and often feel they need to understand the problems involved.

I would recommend this book for your reference library as it is quite

complete in its discussion of what is involved in the adoption of children.

Russell L. Dicks.

The Church in Community Action. Harvey Seifert. Abingdon-Cokes-

bury Press. 1952. 240 pp. ^2.7S.

This is a book ministers need to read. It will aggravate and stimu-

late the reader. Some of the generalizations and inferences, though

properly supported by references, so evidently ignore a whole field of

evidence opposed to the viewpoint that one is, to say the least, irritated.

The irritation can be useful if the reader makes proper investigation

and profits by his findings.

The suggestions for the church to improve its service to the com-

munity and the methods offered for consideration are stimulating. If

used to stir the minister and his workers to a more careful studv of
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the relation of the church to the community, they will prove quite

valuable.

The author's suggestions for discovering areas of social action, for

meeting opposition creatively, and for promoting school education seem
to this reviewer to be the best of the book. These chapters need serious

consideration by church workers of today.

The chapter on political action for churchmen is timely. Its study
will be rewarding. A minister could guide his workers in a study of

tliis section and develop a helpful plan for improving citizenship and
coninmnity life.

The appendix whicli provides a guide for community study is useful

to student and minister, and the bibliography is up-to-date and helpful

in further study of the place of the church in the modern community.
A. J. Walton,

Open Prayer. Compiled by Jesse Halsey. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press.

1951. $7.50.

IJ'orship Aids for 52 Services. Edited by Friedrich Rest. Westmin-
ster Press. 1951. Pp. 247. $3.50.

Prayer, According to the Catechisms of the Reformation. Karl Barth.

Adapted by A. Roulin. Translated by Sara F. Terrien. Westmin-
ster Press. 1952. Pp. 78. $1.50.

If the work of the Protestant publishing houses, which are neither

Episcopal nor Lutheran, can be taken as a guide to the thinking of

the clergy and the laity about public worship, then there is a revival

of the more carefully prepared liturgical form of service in the churches

which stem from the Reformation. Two helpful publications have come
to the Btdletin on this trend.

Abingdon-Cokesbury sends a card-index file of 593 prayers and
collateral material, drawn from many centuries and traditions, con-

veniently arranged in loose-leaf form, under 12 headings, which cover

the range of experiences in worship. A black folder is included which
will carry the necessary material for a single service or one Sunday's
work. The type is easily read and blank sheets are provided for one's

own discoveries and inventions. The author's directions and his indices

are useful and helpful. There is but one major criticism : there is a

confusion of catagories in placing side by side such headings as Invoca-

tions, Collects and Short Prayers, and Pastoral Prayers. Invoca-

tion refers to content; Collect to form; and Pastoral is a liturgical

"catch all." In like vein, Ascriptions are subsumed under Benedictions.

Yet, this is but to suggest a revision in the next edition. For this is

a valuable compilation. It may be a snare to the lazy cleric, but it

should be a stimulus and a guide to the minister who takes his job

intelligently, as well as seriously.

The Westminster volume has a different approach. It offers S2

outlines of services, 39 for the Church Year and 13 for Special Days,
under the headings Opening Sentences, Invocations, General Prayer,

Scripture Selections, Offertory Sentences and Prayers. There are occa-
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sional Prayers for the Choir, Invocations, Benedictions and Suggested
Hymns. The criticism of the Abingdon-Cokesbury portfolio applies

here also. There is again a confusion of classification when prayers

are listed as Invocation, Collect and Pastoral. This may be symbolic

of the liturgical stage between individualistic, ministerial whim in public

worship and disciplined, understood order. This volume, too, has grown
out of trial and error. It was tested for seven years in various kinds

of churches. Many will be grateful to the author for his intention and
performance.

Yet, unless one knows the why and the what of prayer, the above
two books may turn the minister into a performer rather than a leader

of worship. Therefore, it would be well to study something on the

meaning of prayer. Karl Barth, in three seminars, 1947-49, talked

about what prayer meant to the Reformers and interpreted the Lord's

Prayer according to the reformation principles. His thoughts were
stenographically recorded and are now translated and published for

American readers. The result is—as the jacket blurb states
—"A thought-

ful, elucidating and sometimes startling analysis." It is, for me, diffi-

cult but exciting reading, even self-contradictory (pp. 22 and 40). But
it primes the, thought and the imagination with ideas and longings. Here
are some of the homey and arresting expressions that abound, e.g.,

Prayer is a "kind of breathing necessary to life" {2?>). "Prayer as

an act of man cannot be a gossiping" (27). May the church "be

liberated from all Romanizing reaction and from all impetuous Ameri-

canism" (45). Barth shows the importance of teaching—preaching on

prayer and calls for a disciplined form in public worship.

James T. Cleland.

A Road-Map for Sermons. Dwight E. Stevenson. 1950. 12 pp. 25

cents.

A Guide to Expository Preaching. Dwight E. Stevenson. 1952. 10 pp.

25 cents.
"**

The Professor of Homiletics at the College of the Bible has prepared

two outline treatments of sermon construction for his students and for

the minister in the parish. They are well done and should prove to be

a refresher course for men who recall something of the theory of preach-

ing ("disliked long since and lost awhile") and realize their need for

more. They are hardly for the beginner inasmuch as they are but

outlines in ten and twelve pages. One deals with the sermon "in general";

the other concentrates on expository preaching. They are road-maps,

good ones; but the user must walk on his own legs. Hiey may be se-

cured from the Treasurer, the College of the Bible, Lexington, Kentucky.

James T. Cleland.

The Hpisth^ to the Hebrews, William Manson, which was reviewed

in a previous issue of the BnUetin, is published in this country by the

Wilcox and Follett Company. The price is $2.50.
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Duke University Summer Session

THERE will be two terms of the Duke University Summer Session

of 1953 extending over a period of twelve weeks. The first term

of six weeks will begin on June 10 and end on July 18. The second

term of six weeks will begin on July 21 and end on August 28.

Courses in religion and related fields will be offered in the Duke
University Summer Session. These courses are subject to all the regu-

lations of the Duke University Summer Session as published in the

Summer Session Bulletin. The undergraduate credits secured will

count on the Bachelor of Arts degree. Divinity School credits will

count on the Bachelor of Divinity and Master of Religious Education

degrees. Graduate School credits will count on the Master of Arts

and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. These credits may, of course, be

transferred to other colleges, universities, and theological schools in

the same way that such transfer of credit is usually made.

Candidates for degiees from Duke University should be formally

admitted to the school which will confer the degree. Candidates for

the B.D. and M.R.E. degrees must be admitted to the Divinity School;

candidates for the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees must be admitted to the

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences.

Pre-Enrollment

Students in residence at Duke University during the spring semester

1953 who plan to enroll for courses offered in the 1953 Summer Session

w\\\ pre-enroll on the following dates:

The Divinity School

May 6-7

Students not in residence may pre-enroll by mail. Request for

application blank should be made to the Summer Session Office, 104

Page Building, Duke University. Completed applications should be

mailed to the Dean of the Divinity School, Duke University.

Registration

Students in residence who have pre-enrolled on May 6 and 7 may

complete their registration in the Summer Session Office, 104 Page

Building, on May 18-June (). Advance registration in the Summer Ses-

sion Office includes:



1. Completion of various Summer Session forms.

2. Payment of University fees.

Students not in residence at Duke University during the spring

semester of 1953 whose applications are approved by the Dean of the

Divinity School may complete registration by mail through June 6.

Advance registration by mail with the Summer Session Office includes:

1. Completion in full and return of forms required by the Summer
Session Office by June 6.

2. Payment of University fees by June 6.

Students who complete registration with the Summer Session Office

on or before June 6 need not be present at the general registration in

the large gymnasium on June 10.

All Summer Session students whose classes begin on June 11, Term
I, who do not complete registration in the Summer Session Office, 104

Page Building, on or before June 6 must present themselves at general

registration in the large gymnasiimi on June 10 to register.

Any student ivho fails to register on or before June 10, Term I;

July 21 , Term IT, ivill be charged a fee of $5.00 for late registratiofi.

All changes in courses otJier than those required by tJie University

toill require a payment of $1 .00 for each cJiange made.

Fees and Expenses

The University fee is as follows:

Covering registration, tuition and medical care $12.00 per

semester hour.

One half of the above fee is rebated to students enrolled in the

Divinity School, who will pay |6.00 per semester hour.

Applications for admission may be obtained from either the Di-

vinity School Office or the Summer Session Office.

Room and Board

In all dormitories the rate of room rent is $21.00 for each student,

where two students occupy a room. There are a limited number of

single rooms available at the rate of $30.00 for the six weeks. Grad-



uate and undergraduate students will be assigned to separate dormi-

tories in so far as is possible. The Divinity School and Housing Bureau
will be glad to assist married students in locating accommodations for

themselves and their families off the campus. Occupants of the Uni-

versity rooms furnish their own bed linen, blankets, pillows, and

towels. Applications for rooms should be made to the Housing Bureau.

Board will be provided in the University cafeteria at approximately

$67.50 for six weeks depending upon the needs and tastes of the

individual.

Advanced Degrees

The degrees of Bachelor of Divinity and Master of Religious Edu-

cation are offered in the Divinity School.

The degrees offered in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

are Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy.

Graduate study in religion leading to the degrees of Master of

Arts and Doctor of Philosophy may be pursued in three fields: (1)

Biblical Studies; (2) Studies in Church History; and (3) Studies in

Christian Theology and Ethics.

Candidates for advanced degrees must be graduates of colleges of

recognized standing.

Upon request the Director of the Summer Session or the Dean

of the Divinity School will furnish bulletins containing detailed de-

scription of the academic requirements for the degrees of Bachelor

of Divinity, Master of Religious Education, Master of Arts, and Doctor

of Philosophy.

Religious Services

University religious services are held each Sunday morning at

11:00 o'clock in the University Chapel. All students are cordially

invited to attend.



Courses of Instruction

The Divinity School

Courses carrying credit in the Divinity School only are numbered from 101

to 199. Courses approved for credit in both the Divinity School and the Grad-
uate School of Arts and Sciences are numbered above 200. Students entering

the Divinity School for the first time in the Summer Session of 1953 will choose

courses numbered from 101 to 199.

First Term: June 10-July 18

S105 (OS). LIFE OF PAUL.-A study of Paul's life on the basis of Acts and the

letters of Paul, emphasizing the permanent values in Paul's work and his contribu-

tion to the world. For Divinity School students and college seniors. 3 s.h.—9:20-

10:40, 3.109. Mr. Myers.

SI II (DS). INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ETHICS.-Christian
norms for social policy and their application to the domestic, economic, political,

and racial patterns of modern culture. For Divinity School students and college

seniors. Not open to students who have had 114 D.S. 3 s.h.-l 1:00-12:20, 3.109.

Mr. Bi:ac.h.

Sir)8 (DS). CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AND THE COMMUNITY.-A study of

the principles, practices, methods and materials of Christian Education as related to

the total community life. For Divinity School students and college seniors. 3 s.h.—

1:40-3:00, 3.109. Mr. Kale.

SI 78 (DS). PUBLIC WORSHIP.-The theory and practice of the worship of the

Church: an analvsis of the rites and ceremonies in "The Book of Worship." For
Divinity School students. 3 s.h.-7:40-9:00, 3.109. Mr. Cleland.

Second Term: July 21-August 28

SI97 (DS). CULTURAL HLSTORY OF PALESTINE.-A study of significant

contributions to civilization made in ancient, mediaeval and modern Palestine with

special reference to the three religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. For

Divinity School students and college seniors. 3 s.h.— 1:40-3:00, 3.109. Mr. Stine-

SPRING.

S199 (DS). THE AMERICAN SOCIAL GOSPEL.-A study of Protestant social

thought and action in America since 1865. For Divinity School students and for

college seniors. 3 s.h.-7:40-9:00, 3.109. Mr. Smith.

S3I0 (DS). OLD TESTAMENT PROPHECY.-The prophetic movement in Israel

with special emphasis on the prophets of the eighth century B.C. For Divinity

School students and Graduate students. 3 s.h.—9:20-10:40, 3.109. Mr. Stinespring.

,S398 (DS). MODERN AMERICAN CHRISTOLOGY.-An analysis of the his-

torical development of modern American conceptions of the person and work of

Christ. For Divinity School students and Graduate students. 3 s.h.— 11:00-12:20,

3.109. Mr. Smith.



You Are Cordially Invited to Attend

The Christian Convocation

At Duke University
sponsored by

The Duke Divinity School
The North Carolina Pastors' School

The North Carolina Rural Church Institute

The Department of In-Service Training of the Methodist Church

featuring

The James A. Gray Lectures, Fourth Series

lecturer:

The Reverend Charles W. Gilkey, B.D., D.D., L.H.D.

Formerly, Dean of the Chapel, The University of Chicago

* * *

CONVOCATION PREACHER, ON THE JOHN DOUGLAS PITTS FUND

Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, B.D., D.D., L.H.D. , Litt.D., LL.D.

The Philadelphia Area, The Methodist Church

* * *

special lecturers:

Bishop Costen J. Harrell, B.D., D.D., Litt.D.

"The Pastoral Ministry"

Mr. Holt McPherson, A. B., A.M., Editor, The High Point Enterprise

"The Church and the Press"

Mrs. E. L. Hillman, A.B.

"The Work of the Woman's Society of Christian Service"

* * *

pastors' school faculty and leaders:

Dr. Kenneth W. Clark, Dr. L. Harold De Wolf, Mrs. W. R. Reed,

Dr. Wilson O. Weldon, Dr. Edgar B. Fisher,

Dr. W. R. Cannon, and others

On the Ca?npus of Duke University
^ June 2-5, J953

For Further Infortnation Write

The Christian Convocation, Box 4353, Duke Station

Durham, North Carolina

T/ie Supply Pastors' School, June 15-July /, 1953

Address inquiries to

W. A. Kale, Director, 4353 Duke Station

Durham, North Carolina


